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Editor’s Note

Mining disaster
Most of us don’t associate Canadian businesses with assault and murder. But between 
2000 and 2015, 44 people died as a result of violence surrounding Canadian-owned 
mines in Latin America. The stories behind those killings, some of which are docu-
mented in a 2016 study by Shin Imai, a professor at York University’s Osgoode Hall 
Law School, are harrowing. 

According to his report, mine protesters in Guatemala have reportedly been beaten, 
arrested, kidnapped and shot. Women living in communities surrounding the mines 
have been raped. In 2009, a political activist who opposed a Canadian mine in El Sal-
vador was found dead in a well, his fingernails removed.

These atrocities rarely make headlines in Canada. The victims are poor and live in 
faraway developing countries. The attacks are rooted in conflicts that existed long 
before the mines arrived on the scene, and the links to Canada can be circuitous.

But despite the distance, these deaths can be the unfor-
tunate side effect of planning decisions made in Vancou-
ver and Toronto. Not that mining executives are looking 
for this kind of violence—it’s bad for business and it puts 
them in an ethical quandary. But after decades of brutal-
ity, complacency can set in. The problems seem intrac-
table and become part of the cost of doing business.

There is cause for hope. As this issue’s cover feature 
documents on page 22, there have recently been some 
major developments that could result in real change.

One is that countries like Guatemala and Chile are 
now doing more to protect Indigenous peoples and 
their land. In 2017, Guatemala’s supreme court surprised 
many by suspending operations at Escobal, a massive 
silver mine built by Vancouver-based Tahoe Resources, 
ruling that the government did not adequately consult 
locals before approving the mine. Tahoe’s share price 
plummeted by 33% in one day, and before long, the com-
pany became a takeover target for Vancouver-based Pan 
American Silver.

Investors were similarly shocked when Chile’s environmental regulator ruled that 
Barrick Gold had to shutter the Chilean portion of its Pascua-Lama mine, which strad-
dles the border between Chile and Argentina, partly because of problems with its 
water management system. The mine was once one of Barrick’s most promising proj-
ects, and the shutdown forced the company to write down almost half a billion dollars.

More important, for the first time ever, Indigenous peoples are now suing Canadian 
mining companies through Canadian courts, rather than relying on the local justice 
system. Cases against Tahoe, Toronto-based Hudbay Minerals and Vancouver-based 
Nevsun Resources (which was recently acquired) are now being heard in Toronto and 
Vancouver. If any of those companies lose, the ramifications will be huge. It will essen-
tially mean that Canadian operations in developing countries can be held to the same 
human rights standard we have here at home, rather than the weaker standard found 
in many Latin American, South American and African countries.

That will be hard on some mining companies. Having to meet the Canadian standard 
will put them at a competitive disadvantage to mining companies based in China or 
Russia, where the injured are unlikely to have such recourse. But there could be ben-
efits as well. As Canada gets a reputation for operating safe, sustainable mines around 
the world, we may become the preferred source of minerals for more progressive man-
ufacturers and the preferred partner for more progressive investment funds. 

The world is changing. Indigenous land claims, environmental standards and pro-
tection for human rights will continue to grow stronger in Canada and overseas. Some 
mining companies will ignore the shift and continue to conduct business as usual. But 
that approach is starting to get expensive. Just ask Tahoe.  /Duncan Hood 
(robmagletters@globeandmail.com)
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Feedback

- Let me get your argument right. 
The CEO of Hydro One manages 
a company that only moves 
electricity over lines, which is 
a fairly simple job, and was not 
responsible for some very dumb 
government policies (like horrific 
solar contracts), and you’re still 
comfortable with a $6-million 
paycheque? —David Enns

- “Much of the blame for high 
rates landed on Hydro One, 
perhaps because the utility’s 
name is on the bill.” For someone 
to write this, they must be 
blissfully unaware of Hydro 
One’s decade-plus overbilling 
fiasco that bilked hundreds of 
thousands of customers. The 
company earned every bit of its 
opprobrium. It should be forced 
to give up its service areas bit by 
bit until there’s nothing left but a 
pile of debt and a bag of dirt.  
—Dolly Parker

- The one good thing Schmidt’s 
firing achieved was to kill the 
Avista deal. Let’s hope it’s dead 
so Ontario families are not 
subsidizing electricity for U.S. 
families. If Ford wants to do 
something “for the people,” he 
will buy back 4% of Hydro One to 
regain actual and not just effective 
control. —res ipsa loquitor

Trump, the Fed and you
Brian Milner’s plea for Donald 
Trump: Hands off the Fed!

It also doesn’t help when your 
chief economic advisor is Larry 
Kudlow. —Golf guy3

- And Trump accuses China 
of currency manipulation 
and Canada of commodity 
subsidization? He acts like a 
dictator and rules like a despot. I 
have pulled ALL of my money out 
of stocks due to this increasing 
destabilization, and I suspect 
many others have done the same 
or are contemplating similar 
moves. —Cognitive Dissonance

Far too taxing 
Ian McGugan had some scathing 
criticisms of Canada’s tangled 
mess of a tax code, which bewilders 
even accountants. 

- It is pretty clear that a 
“relatively low flat rate on 
investment income” does not 
“tamp down the inequality in 
people’s paycheques.” In fact, 
it is a major contributor to the 
growing inequality we are now 
experiencing. —mclbri1

- If there was ever an industry I’d 
be happy to see decimated by AI, 
it’s accounting. —Bastion Peak

- How about we set tax rates on a 
family as a whole and not on the 
individuals in that family? We do 
this already for tax breaks; why 
not for income tax? —Steve2014

- Consumption taxes are the most 
fair. The more you spend, the 
more you pay. Life would be so 
easy if the first $25,000 of income 
was tax-free, and all other income 
was flat-taxed at 20%. All sources 
of income treated identically, 
deductions minimized. 
Corporations all pay 25% tax. No 
exceptions and few deductions. 
Everyone would want to live 
and work and build a business in 
Canada. —RSouthward 

Electrifying debate
In “Power outage,” Patricia Best took us 
behind the scenes of Ontario Premier 
Doug Ford’s ouster of Hydro One CEO 
Mayo Schmidt, the “$6-million man.”

Send us your thoughts at 
robmagletters@globeandmail.com, 
tweet us @robmagca and follow 
us on Instagram @rob_magazine

- My simplistic metaphor: 
monetary policy is the brake 
pedal, fiscal policy the gas pedal. 
Reckless use of either is perilous. 
—bobskis

- The huge debt load around the 
world is how we have managed 
to delay the deflationary cycle we 
entered in 2008. Governments 
have always relied on inflation 

TAX-TO-GDP RATIO

and increased growth to deal 
with debt. Now we have huge 
debts to service, and there is still 
no significant inflation to fight 
with higher interest rates. Trump 
is right that interest rates can’t 
be raised, but that doesn’t solve 
the debt issue, and adding more 
debt only makes it worse. Global 
growth has peaked and is trending 
down. The pain is just starting. 
—Larryb16

- Jerome Powell may be this 
administration’s best asset, as he 
has been the voice of moderation 
in a volatile market. No sitting 
president can or should take 
credit or blame for market swings. 
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new technology replaces the car-
bon anode with an inert anode 
whose only waste product is oxy-
gen. “This could be the biggest 
advance in aluminum production 
in 130 years,” the Washington Post 
raved in a headline.

The other headlines the an-
nouncement generated, how-
ever, tended to focus on another 
detail—that Apple was investing 
$13 million in Elysis. Aluminum 
is a significant component in 

The Rant

It’s easy being green
More than 80% of Canada’s electricity is already produced by sources that emit no carbon 

dioxide at all. Global companies looking for green energy should take a look up north

When Canadian cleantech boosters talk about the opportunities a low-
carbon economy can create, they often have in mind events like Prime 
Minister Trudeau’s press conference in Saguenay, Quebec, last May. 
Flanked by executives from Alcoa and Rio Tinto—the largest aluminum 
producer in the United States and the world’s second-largest aluminum 
miner, respectively—the Prime Minister announced that the federal 
and Quebec governments were investing in a joint venture called Elysis, 
which is building a $188-million research and development facility in 
Saguenay to smelt aluminum using a new process that entirely elimi-
nates carbon dioxide emissions. 

Traditionally, aluminum smelters use blocks of carbon to transform 
aluminum oxide into pure aluminum through an electrolysis process, 
which creates 17% of the total emissions in aluminum production. Alcoa’s 
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by two world-leading conven-
tional aluminum companies. 

The strategic advantage repre-
sented by clean grids is already 
well understood in certain re-
gions of the country, of course. 
Hydro-Québec’s website, for 
example, invites the world’s data 
centres to “join the clean energy 
revolution,” touting emissions per 
kilowatt-hour that are lower than 
both Norway and Sweden, along 
with existing business relation-
ships with Google, Amazon and 
Apple. When Gervais Jacques, the 
managing director of Rio Tinto’s 
Atlantic operations, recently dis-
cussed his company’s $6-billion 
upgrade of an aluminum smelter 
in Kitimat, British Columbia, he 
bragged as much about lowering 
emissions as he did about the low 
price of the hydro power. “We are 
already starting to see our cus-
tomers’ customers become more 
discerning than ever,” Jacques 
said. “They want to know where 
and how products are made and 
what impact they have on the 
environment.”

At the national level, however, 
Canada’s energy conversation 
remains mired in a regional blame 
game, set against an international 
stage that rarely notices anything 
other than the rising emissions in 
Alberta’s oil sands. To be fair, the 
average Canadian carbon foot-
print is among the world’s largest, 
owing to high demand for trans-
port and heating, along with a reli-
ance on energy-hungry resource 
industries. There’s a lot of hard 
work to be done before Canadians 
will be able to brag unequivocally 
about their climate virtues.

Still, behavioural science tells 
us it’s easier to motivate a group 
toward an ambitious goal if they 
see themselves as possessing a 
head start in a game they’re natu-
rally skilled at. Spreading the 
word that our national grid is a 
green asset that most of the world 
can only look upon with envy 
would be a great way to reboot the 
national climate mission—and 
pursue a larger slice of the global 
cleantech pie.  /Chris Turner

Green bar shows CO2 
emissions in grams 
per kWh (2015). 

CANADA 151

MEXICO 460

AUSTRALIA 755

JAPAN 540

DENMARK 174

FRANCE 46

ITALY 342
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CHINA 657

SAUDI ARABIA 726

SPAIN 293

UNITED KINGDOM 349

most Apple devices, and the company is increasingly willing to pay a 
premium for lower-carbon aluminum. But the Apple hype hid a crucial 
detail about why Elysis was being launched in Quebec: It wasn’t just the 
government money or Saguenay’s cluster of aluminum smelters; it was 
Hydro-Québec’s low-cost, emissions-free electricity grid. The majority 
of aluminum’s carbon footprint, after all, comes from the smelter’s vora-
cious use of electricity. Green-minded customers like Apple are chasing 
lower emissions, and hydro-rich regions like Quebec can deliver clean 
electricity for a better price than anywhere else in North America. 

This, then, is a good news story about cleantech development, point-
ing to an enormous emerging stra-
tegic advantage for the Canadian 
economy. The only problem is it’s 
too rarely told. And when it is, the 
most important detail—Canada’s 
abundance of clean electricity—
tends to get buried.

So here’s a statistic that might 
surprise you: The proportion of 
Canada’s total electricity produc-
tion that is drawn from non-emit-
ting sources is 81%. It surprised 
me when I first heard it, and I’m 
immersed in energy policy every 
day. That’s because even energy wonks rarely discuss Canadian energy in 
national terms. We talk about Ontario’s grid or British Columbia’s carbon 
tax or Alberta’s coal phase-out—all of which only amplifies our inter-
provincial squabbles over energy projects and emissions reductions. 

The absurdity of this provincial infighting is worth underscoring. In 
this environment, a Quebecois electrician who moves to Fort McMur-
ray, where the carbon footprint per capita is high, transforms from hero 
to villain, while a Calgary oil executive can send her kid to McGill and 
mint a model green citizen overnight. None of this says anything about 
Canada’s overall progress on reducing emissions, and it obscures the 
impressive facts about our electricity profile at a national scale.

Contrast this well-kept secret with the breathless headlines about 
“climate leadership” that greeted the state of California last year when 
it announced its “boldest energy target yet”—a plan to draw 60% of its 
power from non-emitting sources by 2030, en route to 100% clean elec-

tricity by 2045. To be fair, Califor-
nia is promising a big new push 
into “true” renewable sources like 
wind and solar, while Canada con-
tinues to ride the clean waves of 
hydro and nuclear infrastructure 
built generations ago. Still, in a 
marketplace where pacesetters 
like Apple increasingly reward 
green jurisdictions, it’s an over-
sight verging on negligence that 
Canada’s energy brand isn’t imme-
diately associated with emissions-
free power. 

The opportunity for economies  
that take the lead in this global 
energy transition remains enor-
mous. Cleantech is already a 
multitrillion-dollar industry, fast-
growing and dynamic—and the 
real decarbonization push has 
barely begun. This is big busi-
ness not just for innovative clean 
energy startups but for conven-
tional industries in Canada’s 
resource sectors and beyond. Not-
withstanding the headlines about 
Apple’s small stake in Elysis, the 
joint venture was actually driven 

In a marketplace where 
pacesetters like Apple 
increasingly reward 
green jurisdictions, it’s 
verging on negligence that 
Canada’s energy brand isn’t 
immediately associated  
with emissions-free power

ADVANTAGE CANADA
The Canadian power grid produces less carbon dioxide per unit of energy generated than most other 
countries. Colder countries generally perform better, as they use more efficient combined heat and power 
plants for heating. But thanks to plentiful hydroelectric and nuclear power, Canada is still a global leader.

CANADA  
INCREASINGLY 
GOES CASH-FREE  
(GLOBAL 
CONTACTLESS 
PAYMENTS, 2016)

AUSTRALIA
U.K.

CANADA
SOUTH KOREA

SPAIN
U.S.

 27.6%
 23.3%
 22.8%
 20.8%
 19.1%
0.3%
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by two world-leading conven-
tional aluminum companies. 

The strategic advantage repre-
sented by clean grids is already 
well understood in certain re-
gions of the country, of course. 
Hydro-Québec’s website, for 
example, invites the world’s data 
centres to “join the clean energy 
revolution,” touting emissions per 
kilowatt-hour that are lower than 
both Norway and Sweden, along 
with existing business relation-
ships with Google, Amazon and 
Apple. When Gervais Jacques, the 
managing director of Rio Tinto’s 
Atlantic operations, recently dis-
cussed his company’s $6-billion 
upgrade of an aluminum smelter 
in Kitimat, British Columbia, he 
bragged as much about lowering 
emissions as he did about the low 
price of the hydro power. “We are 
already starting to see our cus-
tomers’ customers become more 
discerning than ever,” Jacques 
said. “They want to know where 
and how products are made and 
what impact they have on the 
environment.”

At the national level, however, 
Canada’s energy conversation 
remains mired in a regional blame 
game, set against an international 
stage that rarely notices anything 
other than the rising emissions in 
Alberta’s oil sands. To be fair, the 
average Canadian carbon foot-
print is among the world’s largest, 
owing to high demand for trans-
port and heating, along with a reli-
ance on energy-hungry resource 
industries. There’s a lot of hard 
work to be done before Canadians 
will be able to brag unequivocally 
about their climate virtues.

Still, behavioural science tells 
us it’s easier to motivate a group 
toward an ambitious goal if they 
see themselves as possessing a 
head start in a game they’re natu-
rally skilled at. Spreading the 
word that our national grid is a 
green asset that most of the world 
can only look upon with envy 
would be a great way to reboot the 
national climate mission—and 
pursue a larger slice of the global 
cleantech pie. /Chris Turner

Mergers & Anxieties
When Canadian mining giants Barrick Gold and Goldcorp recently fell under 
foreign control, it reawakened fears about the “hollowing out” of corporate 
Canada. But a closer look at recent statistics provided by the Institute for 
Mergers, Acquisitions and Alliances and Refinitiv shows the news hasn’t been 
all bad. In recent years, the value of the outbound mergers and acquisitions 
activity from Canada was actually greater than inbound deals, meaning 
Canadians shelled out more cash to buy companies abroad than foreign 
companies did in Canada. Homegrown companies are expected to seek more 
deals abroad this year, driven by the strong economy, availability of capital 
and relatively low interest rates. /Sarah Efron
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Enbridge Inc.
ACQUIRES

Spectra Energy 
Corp. 

 

28.3

FEBRUARY 2015

Valeant  
Pharmaceuticals

ACQUIRES

Salix 
Pharmaceutical 

14.5

NOVEMBER 2018

Brookfield Asset 
Management Inc.

ACQUIRES

Johnson 
Controls-Power 

Solutions

13.2

MARCH 2016

TransCanada 
Corp.

ACQUIRES

Columbia 
Pipeline  
Group

13

JUNE 2015

CPPIB Credit 
Investments Inc.

ACQUIRES

GE Antares 
Capital 

12

AUGUST 2014

Burger King 
Worldwide Inc.

ACQUIRES

Tim Hortons Inc. 

13.4

DECEMBER 2014

Repsol SA
ACQUIRES

Talisman  
Energy Inc. 

8.3

AUGUST 2018

Constellation 
Brands Inc.

ACQUIRES STAKE IN

Canopy  
Growth Corp.

3.9

DECEMBER 2017

Platinum  
Equity LLC
ACQUIRES

Husky Injection 
Molding System

3.9

MAY 2014

Berkshire 
Hathaway 
Energy Co.

ACQUIRES

AltaLink LP

2.9

In January, Newmont 
Mining Corp. agreed to 

buy Goldcorp for
$10 billion (U.S.)

In Sept. 2018, Barrick  
Gold Corp. agreed to buy  

Randgold Resources Ltd. for
$6.1 billion (U.S.)

However, Randgold execs 
took control of the merged 
company and are running  

it from the Channel Islands

INBOUND DEALS 
M&A BY FOREIGN  
ACQUIRERS INTO CANADA

BIGGEST INBOUND DEALS (2014–18, BILLIONS $U.S.)

BIGGEST OUTBOUND DEALS (2014–18, BILLIONS $U.S.)

OUTBOUND DEALS 
ANNOUNCED M&A FROM 

CANADA TO ABROAD

In 2018,  
foreign acquirers 
announced  
deals to purchase 

1,178 
Canadian  
companies  
with a total  
value of 

$38 
BILLION (U.S.)

In 2018,  
Canadian  
companies  
announced 

869 
acquisitions  
abroad, with  
a total value of 

$94.1 
BILLION (U.S.)
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However, Randgold execs However, Randgold execs 
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You’ve been CEO of Suncor for 
seven years. You’re only 62. Why  
is now the right time to retire?
I think not enough CEOs leave 
companies at the right time, at 
the top of their game. Suncor 
is in fantastic health. I’ve got a 
fantastic replacement in Mark 
Little. So it’s the right time.
As you look back over 17 years 
there, what’s your best memory?
Employee behaviour following 
the fires (1) in Fort McMurray.
What was unique about that?
They needed no leadership; they 
just did the right thing. That’s 

against a background 
of unambiguous values 
and focus around safety, 
and a high degree of 
empowerment to do the 
right thing.

Steve Williams wasn’t convinced. 
Living in England, with two 
decades of experience in the 
oil industry, he didn’t consider 
the job of CFO at Suncor as 
his natural next step. But then-
CEO Rick George managed to 
persuade him. Seventeen years 
later, having succeeded George 
in 2012, Williams is wrapping up 
a momentous run at the top of 
Canada’s largest energy producer. 
The notches in his belt include a 
hostile takeover of Canadian Oil 
Sands, the launch of the massive 
Fort Hills project, and the killing 
in 2013 of the vaunted Voyageur 
expansion. Along the way, he 
dove headlong into the Canadian 
experience, living for a time in the 
harsh reality of Fort McMurray, 
grappling with the intransigence 
of federal and provincial 
politicians, and leading the oil 
patch toward environmental 
awareness. Now retiring just 
as the Canadian industry is 
struggling out of a gut-wrenching 
downturn, Williams is sure he 
has set up Suncor to succeed, no 
matter what the future may bring.

1. A 2016 oil sands 
fire forced Suncor 

to evacuate  
10,000 people  

and caused  
losses of as  

high as $1 billion

The Exchange

Hard core 
Steve Williams had a wild ride as CEO of Suncor. Now, as he gets ready to 

retire after seven years at the top, he reflects on oil prices, climate change, 
Doug Ford and the future of energy production (hint: it’s not oil)

by Trevor Cole
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You made two major pledges when 
you took over as CEO: to double 
Suncor’s production by the end 
of the decade and to make it the 
lowest-cost operator in the oil 
sands. How did you do?
We’re pretty much there. They are 
complicated parameters. If you 
look at production, we have had 
days in the last month with over 
900,000 barrels a day. When I first 
came to Suncor, gosh, we would 
have been down at the 200,000 
to 300,000 level. So we’ve largely 
got there. In U.S. dollar terms, our 
operating costs for our base plant 
are below $20 a barrel. You never 
say you’re finished on that stuff. 
Let me make sure I understand, 
because your goal was “lowest-
cost operator.” Am I right to say 
that cost per barrel for Canadian 
Natural Resources and Cenovus  
are both lower (2) than Suncor?
Uh, no. You’re not right. That’s 
why I say it’s complicated. And 
there’s an element of judgment. 
Who reduced throughput coming 
into Christmas, because they 
couldn’t make any money on it? It 
was those two companies—I don’t 
want to reference them; that’s 
for you to do if you choose—
but those two companies shut 
capacity voluntarily, because their 
costs were too high. It’s great 
having a low cost at your mine, 
but Suncor’s is an integrated 
model (3), which gets that product 
to the markets where it’s needed. 
So in getting it to the customer, 
we were the lower-cost producer.
Fort Hills launched in 2013, when 
oil was $95 a barrel. Would you 
start that project today?
Gosh, that’s a good question. I’m 
glad we’ve taken Fort Hills, and 
it’s been an incredibly successful 
project. If it started from scratch 
now, it would be very difficult to 
justify. I don’t see big grassroots 
mines like that being approved in 
the next five or 10 years. 
The oil patch is going through a 
tough time. If you look back, was 
$100-a-barrel oil the worst thing 
that could’ve happened?
Yes and no. Energy prices that 
are too high cause an industry to 

into the industry. Investors lose 
confidence that they can plan 
on what’s going to happen to 
the money they are putting into 
countries. As a direct result, the 
inward flow of capital is generally 
starting to dry up. It is having a 
significant effect on a lot of the 
smaller and mid-size companies.
How do you feel the Trudeau 
government has handled the 
energy file?
Overall, I have been disappointed 
in Canada’s handling of the 
industry for a long period. It is 
successive governments. We’ve 
got the resource. We’ve justified 
the projects. We’ve attracted the 
capital. We’ve got our investors’ 
commitments to do it, and the 
political and regulatory system 
has let us down. In the time we 
have been playing around with 
these pipelines in Canada, the 
growth of the U.S. industry has 
been bigger than the whole of 
the Canadian industry. They’re 
putting pipelines in, they’re 
sorting out their own problems 
down there, and we have been 
singularly lacking in progress. 
We are now one of the most 
unpredictable jurisdictions in the 
developed world.
What’s the biggest impediment  
to getting more pipelines built?
It’s mired in regulation and 
procedure, and I think you have to 
rise above it in the end. I think this 
government is out there trying 
to get these pipelines built. They 
have invested in Trans Mountain. 
But it’s too little, too late.
So you agreed with the 
government’s decision to buy the 
Trans Mountain pipeline?
It was the best of bad options. 
We should never have got in that 
position. There were companies 
completely willing to build 
those pipelines, and to get into a 
position where only a government 
can build a pipeline like that is a 
failure of the regulatory system.
They were willing to build it,  
but there were people in the way. 
You have to have some conviction. 
Of course we are a democratic 
country. We want all sorts of 

people to have all points of view. 
But you need a regulatory process 
that works and a rule of law.
Are you saying, “Listen to 
environmentalists and Indigenous 
groups, but barrel ahead anyway”?
Not barrel ahead. But we have to 
do things in the public interest. 
We have fabulous relations with 
First Nations. They are partners 

make different decisions, good 
and bad. At Suncor, we don’t 
respond to short-term oil prices. 
Our strategy is based on a price in 
the $50 to $60 range (4) because 
our projects are capital-intensive, 
take a long time to build and 
operate for a very long time. So 
spot prices are interesting but 
not particularly relevant. But it 
definitely caused the industry to 
over-invest for a period. 
There seems to be a sentiment in 
the West that the rest of Canada 
doesn’t care about trouble in the 
oil patch. Do you agree?
If anything, support for the 
industry is increasing. Support 
for pipelines is growing. The 
realization that climate change 
is happening and we need to do 
something about it. But Canada is 
naïvely hurting itself—damaging 
its economy by not producing its 
sustainable oil and gas, whilst our 
partner to the south has increased 
its production by four million 
barrels a day over the last five 
years, whilst it’s pouring out of 
the Middle East and Russia.  
It makes absolutely no sense.
Premier Rachel Notley ordered a 
cutback of 325,000 barrels a day 
at the start of 2019. Some of your 
competitors agreed with that,  
but you were against it. Why?
I spoke to the premier yesterday 
on exactly this issue. As a general 
principle, I think political 
intervention in markets is 
not helpful. It takes away the 
predictability investors need to 
put big capital into Canada and 

2. Canadian 
Natural  

Resources  
reported  

its cost per 
barrel at $18. 

The cost  
for Cenovus 

is $9. 

3. As an 
“integrated” 
oil company, 

Suncor pumps 
bitumen from 
the oil sands, 

then ships  
and refines 

the oil at its 
own facilities 

across the 
country.

4. Suncor  
also tests  

its projects 
down into  

the $40s and  
considers  

their potential 
if prices were 

to rise into  
the $80s.

GLOBAL ELECTRICITY GENERATION  
FROM SELECTED FUELS

Natural       Renewables       Nuclear       Coal

with us in major projects. You 
are always going to get some 
dissenters, and that’s a legitimate 
part of a democratic process. But 
it doesn’t mean you stop.
Let’s talk about climate change. 
Can we agree that the oil industry 
in general has behaved a lot like 
the tobacco industry did when 
cigarettes were linked to cancer?
No! It’s a complete and absolute 
misrepresentation! (5) 
I’m speaking of Exxon and the 
Global Climate Coalition of major 
oil companies that worked to 
muddy the public’s understanding 
of climate change.
Tobacco was a health hazard. The 
energy industry is responsible 
for the overall improvement in 
quality of life for our generation, 
the one before and the one that’s 
coming. So I think it’s a complete 
misrepresentation.
Is there no truth to the idea that 
the oil industry worked against 
the broad acceptance that climate 
change is caused by humans?
It’s a complicated and difficult 
debate. At Suncor, our view is, 
climate change is happening; 
we need to get into the solution 
space. We have been trying to 
lower the impact of our own 
businesses, and we have made 

34%

18%

19%

28%

this month

2010 2050

5,000

4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

0

BILLION KILOWATT HOURS
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5. Williams 
worked for 
the Exxon-

owned Esso 
Petroleum 
Co. for 18 

years, until 
1995.

6. An 
oil-patch 
veteran, 

Little is now 
Suncor’s  

president 
and COO.P
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huge progress. Over the last 
four or five years, some of the 
significant American players—
your Exxons, your Chevrons—
have started to take much clearer 
positions where they accept 
climate change and the need to 
work on these files, and they have 
plans to do that and to more fully 
disclose what’s going on.
Ontario Premier Doug Ford claims 
the federal carbon tax will plunge 
Canada into recession. What’s your 
reaction to that?
[Long pause] You know, it takes 
lots of things for economies to 
work and not work. I understand 
his comment.
Do you agree with it?
[He sighs.] It’s complicated.  

into the industry. Investors lose 
confidence that they can plan 
on what’s going to happen to 
the money they are putting into 
countries. As a direct result, the 
inward flow of capital is generally 
starting to dry up. It is having a 
significant effect on a lot of the 
smaller and mid-size companies.
How do you feel the Trudeau 
government has handled the 
energy file?
Overall, I have been disappointed 
in Canada’s handling of the 
industry for a long period. It is 
successive governments. We’ve 
got the resource. We’ve justified 
the projects. We’ve attracted the 
capital. We’ve got our investors’ 
commitments to do it, and the 
political and regulatory system 
has let us down. In the time we 
have been playing around with 
these pipelines in Canada, the 
growth of the U.S. industry has 
been bigger than the whole of 
the Canadian industry. They’re 
putting pipelines in, they’re 
sorting out their own problems 
down there, and we have been 
singularly lacking in progress. 
We are now one of the most 
unpredictable jurisdictions in the 
developed world.
What’s the biggest impediment  
to getting more pipelines built?
It’s mired in regulation and 
procedure, and I think you have to 
rise above it in the end. I think this 
government is out there trying 
to get these pipelines built. They 
have invested in Trans Mountain. 
But it’s too little, too late.
So you agreed with the 
government’s decision to buy the 
Trans Mountain pipeline?
It was the best of bad options. 
We should never have got in that 
position. There were companies 
completely willing to build 
those pipelines, and to get into a 
position where only a government 
can build a pipeline like that is a 
failure of the regulatory system.
They were willing to build it,  
but there were people in the way. 
You have to have some conviction. 
Of course we are a democratic 
country. We want all sorts of 

people to have all points of view. 
But you need a regulatory process 
that works and a rule of law.
Are you saying, “Listen to 
environmentalists and Indigenous 
groups, but barrel ahead anyway”?
Not barrel ahead. But we have to 
do things in the public interest. 
We have fabulous relations with 
First Nations. They are partners 

I don’t want to avoid the question. 
I’m on the record that a carbon 
tax, if designed properly, should 
be revenue- and economy-neutral. 
If you increase the tax on fuel, you 
decrease it somewhere else. Then 
you recycle that tax into energy 
efficiency and innovation. If those 
policies were pursued, then you 
wouldn’t have an impact on the 
economy.
What’s the long-term prognosis  
for the oil sands?
I think the long-term future of the 
Canadian oil and gas industry and 
for Suncor is very bright. We have 
one of the biggest reserves in the 
world. Wherever I go around the 
world, their choice is they would 
like Canadian oil and gas before 
any other oil and gas source. 
Make a prediction: What’s the 
major source of energy in 2050?
I mean, that’s just around the 
corner. If you went 100 or 200 
years out, I think it will be either 
something that hasn’t been 
invented yet or nuclear power.
Not solar?
No. The sun doesn’t shine in 
lots of places, so you’ve got an 
interruptible supply. We haven’t 
sorted the battery issue yet. To be 
honest, I think it will be a mix of 
all energy sources—wind, solar 
tidal. Nuclear, I think, will be big 
for the population centres and 
non-interruptible supplies.
Mark Little (6) takes over in May. 
Can you share a piece of advice 
you’ve given him?
[Long pause] I have to be very 
cautious. I’d say steady as she 
goes. No big left turns. No big 
right turns.
Presumably you’ve given him more 
pointed advice than that.
I have, but I don’t think it should 
be here right now.
Now that you don’t have to live  
in Calgary, will you be moving back 
to England?
No, I’m a hard-core Canadian.

Trevor Cole is the award-
winning author of five books, 
including The Whisky King, 
a non-fiction account of 
Canada’s most infamous 
mobster bootlegger.

WHAT ONTARIO PREMIER 
DOUG FORD SAID

SUNCOR’S ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED 
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
000S OF TONNES OF CO2 EQUIVALENT

with us in major projects. You 
are always going to get some 
dissenters, and that’s a legitimate 
part of a democratic process. But 
it doesn’t mean you stop.
Let’s talk about climate change. 
Can we agree that the oil industry 
in general has behaved a lot like 
the tobacco industry did when 
cigarettes were linked to cancer?
No! It’s a complete and absolute 
misrepresentation! (5) 
I’m speaking of Exxon and the 
Global Climate Coalition of major 
oil companies that worked to 
muddy the public’s understanding 
of climate change.
Tobacco was a health hazard. The 
energy industry is responsible 
for the overall improvement in 
quality of life for our generation, 
the one before and the one that’s 
coming. So I think it’s a complete 
misrepresentation.
Is there no truth to the idea that 
the oil industry worked against 
the broad acceptance that climate 
change is caused by humans?
It’s a complicated and difficult 
debate. At Suncor, our view is, 
climate change is happening; 
we need to get into the solution 
space. We have been trying to 
lower the impact of our own 
businesses, and we have made 

THAT’S THE 
ESTIMATED HIT 
CANADA’S GDP 
WOULD TAKE FROM 
A CARBON TAX, 
ACCORDING TO  
THE CONFERENCE 
BOARD OF CANADA

I’m here today to ring 
the warning bell that 
the risk of a carbon 
tax recession is very, 
very real
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But you need a regulatory process 

environmentalists and Indigenous 
groups, but barrel ahead anyway”?groups, but barrel ahead anyway”?
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umping day is what locals call the first day of lobster fishing 
season in Nova Scotia. Today is Dec. 13, 2018, just over two 
weeks after dumping day. There’s no special name for today. 
But if you’re Bill Olsen, all the days these days are special. 
Olsen is 56 years old and has been a lobster fisherman for 40 of 
those years. He fishes for lobster out of Chegoggin Point, near 
Yarmouth. Over the years, lobster’s popularity has waxed and 
waned. These days, though, lobster is all the rage. Especially 
Canadian lobster.

Olsen can thank Donald Trump. Last summer, in retaliation 
for sweeping new duties the United States imposed on Chinese imports, 
China slapped a 25% tariff on a long list of American goods, including live 
lobster. In 2017, China bought about $128 million (U.S.) worth of lobster 
from the U.S., and in July, when the tariff took effect, Chinese consumers 
promptly shifted their crustacean allegiance northward. Canadian 
shipments of lobster to China—98% cent of which come from Nova 
Scotia—nearly doubled compared to the year before, from $12 million to $21 
million. Demand was so great that Halifax’s Stanfield International Airport 
couldn’t keep up with the freight shipments; chartered jets had to be flown 
out of Moncton and Montreal. Lobster was sent via passenger aircraft.

Such demand means Olsen works 14 hours a day, seven days a week. 
Today, he’s out on his boat, the Isabell Anne, just after four in the morning. 
It’s dark and cold, about -12 C with the windchill, and it feels even colder 
when you’re peeing off the back of the boat. The water’s rough, the vessel 
sheathed in ice. Olsen’s lobster traps, called pots, lie on the bottom of the 
ocean, about an hour from shore. Eighteen to 20 pots are attached to a rope, 
with a buoy at each end. Olsen and his three-man crew pull up each line 
with a hook and attach it to a hauler, a large mechanical wheel that pulls the 
pots up to the side of the boat. Each pot is emptied and the caught lobster 

SHELL SHOCK   
Lobster have teeth in their stomach, they taste with their feet, and they’re  

cannibalistic (which is why lobster farming has never taken off). But they also feel  
pain, which is why Switzerland banned boiling lobsters alive in 2018  

Panorama

Here’s the catch

photographs by Dean Casavechia
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for a lobster to 
reach market 

weight—about 
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It is believed 
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100
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Decrease in 
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Maine to China 
during same 
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Clockwise from opposite page: 
Bill Olsen searches for the  
buoy marking the location  
of his lobster pots off the 

southern coast of Nova Scotia; 
crew member Brendon  

Coulstring throws back an 
undersized lobster; getting  

ready to band a keeper’s 
dangerous claws; Ryan Olsen, 

Bill’s son, pulls up a pot  
filled with tasty crustaceans

SHELL SHOCK   
Lobster have teeth in their stomach, they taste with their feet, and they’re  

cannibalistic (which is why lobster farming has never taken off). But they also feel  
pain, which is why Switzerland banned boiling lobsters alive in 2018  

this month
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$2,000 (U.S.)
Zillion Dollar Lobster Frittata, Norma’s in NYC

An omelet topped with lobster and 10 ounces of Sevruga caviar  
is one of the most expensive dishes in the world

An omelet topped with lobster and 10 ounces of Sevruga caviar  
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this month

Top left: Jason Nickerson of 
Woods Harbour Lobster places 

trays of crustaceans into a 
long-term storage tank already 

jammed with 80,000 pounds of 
lobster (half its capacity). Bottom 

left: lobster are mechanically 
sorted by weight, then stacked in 
trays for storage. Right: Gateway  

Facilities loads lobster onto an  
Asia-bound cargo at the Halifax  

Stanfield International Airport

sorted. Smaller ones or those carrying eggs are thrown back in the water. 
Keepers have their claws quickly secured by rubber bands. When a pot is 
empty, a fresh bait bag, containing frozen herring and redfish, is placed on 
a bait stick and inserted into the pot. The pot moves to the back of the boat 
and, once the whole line is checked, it’s dumped back in the ocean. 

Olsen and his crew pull his pots in about 18 times over the course of the 
day, checking 375 pots all told and catching 815 pounds of lobster. When 
they get back to the dock, it’s dark again, and a buyer, Woods Harbour 
Lobster, is there to greet them. Woods Harbour weighs and buys the catch, 
and it’s immediately transferred to their temperature-controlled facility not 
far from the dock. There, each lobster is put on a conveyor belt and sorted 
by weight and health. Some are shipped right away, others put in a holding 
tank for storage. (A lobster can be stored for five months in frigid water, 
which induces a sort of stasis.) The goal is to get the lobster to customers 
in Asia within 40 hours. Cargo planes go out the next day; one plane carries 
150,000 pounds of lobster. 

Olsen’s 815-pound catch is about 1,000 pounds less than it was the year 
before. The water’s been colder than normal, about 4 C, and lobster go 
into hibernation when it gets that chilly. But Christmas is on its way, then 
Chinese New Year, so demand for Olsen’s lobster is just going to get higher, 
especially with those tariffs stalling U.S. imports. The Isabell Anne will be 
out again first thing next morning. /Jason McBride

55% 

Boost in  
exports to 

Europe since 
tariffs were  

cut from  
8% to zero

50%

Projected 
minimum 

reduction in 
Atlantic lobster 

harvest by  
2050 due to 

warming oceans

21 MILLION 

Kilograms of  
live lobster 

exported to the 
U.S. in 2017

10 MILLION 

Kilograms 
exported to 

China

10
Times a lobster 
might moult its 
shell in its first 

year alone

8,000
to

12,000

Number of eggs 
a 1.5-pound 
lobster can 

lay—fertilized 
by multiple 

fathers
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HAVE YOU BEEN HARASSED  
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PAST 12 MONTHS? HOW?
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hen Craig Boyer launched 
a lawsuit against his for-
mer employer, Callidus 
Capital Corp., he claimed 
he was the victim of a 
“poisoned workplace.” 

Boyer, formerly chief underwriter at Cal-
lidus, alleged that the company’s manage-
ment style included “berating and belit-
tling employees by email and verbally,” 
and “on occasion, physical abuse.”

Callidus, which denies the allegations, 
countersued Boyer for $150 million, alleg-
ing that his claims of abuse were designed 
to distract from his own misconduct, in-
cluding as a boss. “Indeed, Boyer himself 
developed a reputation for being very dif-
ficult on those employees who reported to 
him,” reads its counterclaim.

None of the allegations have been 
proven, and the case is still before the 
court. But the nasty legal battle under-
scores how damaging allegations of work-
place bullying can be to both companies 
and employees. And the problem may be 
more widespread than you think.

A shocking 55% of surveyed Canadians 
reported experiencing bullying in the 
workplace, including name-calling, physi-
cal aggression and online taunts, accord-
ing to a 2018 poll by Forum Research. 
Worse still, the study found that only one-
third of companies took action to stop the 
perpetrators. 

That can be a costly mistake, consider-
ing that bullied employees take twice as 
many sick days as their peers, according to 
the Mental Health Commission of Canada. 
All told, Statistics Canada estimates the 
cost of employee absence due to bullying 
and harassment is roughly $19 billion per 
year. In addition to absenteeism, compa-
nies with toxic workplace cultures suffer 
from lost productivity, eroded profits and 
employee turnover as top talent flees, the 
commission says.

“These issues need to be the priority 
from onboarding to the CEO,” says Shel-
don Kennedy, a former hockey player, 
abuse survivor and co-founder of the 
Respect Group, which is partnering with 
KPMG Canada to train companies to pre-
vent bullying, abuse, harassment and dis-
crimination in the workplace. He says  cre-
ating a culture of respect starts with the 
tone from the top. “This will require a will-
ingness from leadership to face the hard 
truths about what is happening inside 
their walls,” says Soula Courlas, a partner 
at KPMG. “Bullying can be subtle. Educa-
tion is key to helping people recognize it.”

It’s not easy to investigate complaints. A 
demanding boss isn’t necessarily a bully, 
and it’s possible that some people could lie 
to discredit others. Best practices include 
a formal complaints process, a no-repri-
sals policy, confidential whistleblower 
lines and due diligence on new hires.

Both managers and their teams should 
be trained on how to respond if they expe-
rience or witness bullying. Knowing what 
to say in the moment, through a prepared 
script, is key to changing workplace cul-
ture, experts say.

Already, some cases have shown that 
turning a blind eye to bad behaviour can 
lead to court-imposed punishment. In a 
2014 decision involving Walmart Canada, 
the Ontario Court of Appeal scolded the 
retailer for failing to investigate after an 
employee in Windsor complained she 
was continuously belittled and humiliated 
by her supervisor, often in front of col-
leagues. Both Walmart’s actions—and its 
inaction—were “reprehensible,” accord-
ing to the decision. 

The supervisor was ordered to pay 
$100,000 for “intentional infliction of 
mental suffering” and $10,000 in punitive 
damages. Walmart, meanwhile, was on the 
hook for aggravated damages of $200,000 
and $100,000 in punitive damages. The 
main lesson from that case is that compa-
nies have a legal obligation to probe alle-
gations of abuse.

Eradicating bullying is the right thing 
to do, but moral arguments alone likely 
won’t sway corporate Canada’s worst cyn-
ics. So let me put it bluntly: Business lead-
ers who don’t address this problem are 
putting their companies at risk. The time 
for excuses is up.

A shocking 55% 
of surveyed 
Canadians 
reported 
experiencing 
bullying in 
the workplace, 
including name-
calling, physical 
aggression and 
online taunts

Rita Trichur is the financial services editor with The Globe and Mail. You can reach her at  
rtrichur@globeandmail.com or on Twitter @RitaTrichur

Rita Trichur

Poisonous power
More than half of us have been bullied at work. Management often 

doesn’t take it seriously, but that approach won’t work for long
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VERBAL ABUSE

HUMILIATING BEHAVIOUR

UNWANTED SEXUAL ATTENTION  
OR SEXUAL HARASSMENT

PHYSICAL VIOLENCE

THREATS TO PERSON

12.5% 9.7%

5.8% 4.8%

3.8% 0.7%

3.1% 1.5%

2.8% 2.8%
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Ian McGugan is an award-winning Globe and Mail writer. Reach him at  
imcgugan@globeandmail.com or on Twitter @IanMcGugan

has moved from the fringes of economic 
discussions to something approaching 
respectability. Critics are happy to point 
out exceptions to its logic or argue it’s not 
really anything new, but MMT no longer 
gets dismissed out of hand.

Even mainstream economists are now 
rethinking debt. One sign of the changed 
attitude came in January, when Olivier 
Blanchard, one of the world’s leading 
macroeconomists, delivered his presiden-
tial address to the American Economic 
Association. He began his presentation 
by highlighting one simple but surpris-
ing fact: In every decade since the 1950s, 
except the 1980s, the interest rates on gov-
ernment debt in advanced countries have 
been lower than the growth rates of their 
underlying economies. (To be clear,  we’re 
talking about the nominal growth rate—in 
other words, real growth plus inflation. 
The growth figures you see reported in the 
media are typically only the real growth 
rate, with inflation excluded.)

The persistent ability of governments to 
borrow money at rates below that of eco-
nomic growth suggests much of the scary 
math routinely touted by debt and deficit 
scolds does not stand up. If a government 
can borrow money at 2%, and the econ-
omy is growing at 4%, then the ratio of a 
country’s debt to GDP shrinks over time, 
even if politicians don’t raise taxes.

“What [this] means is that one of the 
standard objections to raising debt, which 
is that taxes will have to rise to pay the 
interest, no longer holds true,” says Simon 
Wren-Lewis, an emeritus professor of eco-
nomics at the University of Oxford who is 
trying to combat debt phobias. “Indeed, 
the whole ‘burden on future genera-
tions’ objection to raising debt falls away, 
because the debt-to-GDP ratio declines by 
itself: There is no future burden.”

et me offer you an enticing proposition. It consists of borrowing 
money at 2% to invest in something growing at 4%. That’s a good 
deal, wouldn’t you agree?

Most of us would say yes if we were discussing our RRSP. 
Yet here’s the funny thing: When faced with the same math on 
the national budget, Ottawa rejects it. In fact, politicians pride 

themselves on doing so and voters, by and large, agree. They hate the idea of the 
government paying interest on debt at 2% a year (the current yield on a 10-year 
Government of Canada bond) to invest in something growing at 4% (a reason-
able estimate of the long-term growth outlook for the Canadian economy, fac-
toring in both inflation and real expansion).

Why should we turn down a deal on the national level that we would jump to 
embrace in our personal lives? It’s a ques-
tion that will be central to politics over 
the next few years, especially if the global 
economy hits another soft patch. And it’s 
a question that deserves a better answer 
than the usual patter about the virtues of 
balanced budgets.

It deserves a better answer because fis-
cal restraint and low interest rates—the 
establishment’s favoured remedies for 
treating ailing economies—have failed to 
deliver widespread prosperity in the wake 
of the 2008-09 financial crisis. In Europe, a 
decade of austerity has gone hand in hand 
with high unemployment and a weak, 
faltering recovery. In the United States, 
Washington’s reluctance to spend more 
aggressively in the years after the crisis 
held back growth and embittered voters, 
especially in the hard-hit Rust Belt.

Maybe slow growth is simply a fact of 
life now. But the tensions it is creating, 
demonstrated by the rise in populism in 
Europe and North America, have left a 
lot of people wondering if we can’t find 
a more reliable way to deliver prosperity 
and avoid long, lingering downturns.

Many left-wingers have fallen in love 
with Modern Monetary Theory (MMT), 
a muscular restatement of Keynesianism 
that argues, among other things, that gov-
ernments should spend whatever it takes 
to restore full employment following a 
downturn. Over the past few years, MMT 

Now let’s not get carried away: This is no licence for governments to spend 
willy-nilly on everything their supporters might like. As Wren-Lewis points 
out, a government that permanently spends more than it takes in can still run 
into trouble if those persistent deficits put the debt-to-GDP ratio on a perma-
nent rising track. Policy-makers still have to keep a close eye on spending dur-
ing good times.

But in bad times? Or if there is a crying need for new public infrastructure? 
Then a large burst of public spending can be not only useful, but also relatively 
painless to support in years to come. As Blanchard says, it’s not that debt itself 
is necessarily good, but it’s not as bad as we’ve been told. This is something that 
politicians in Europe might want to ponder. And it is something that politicians 
in Canada should keep in mind the next time our economy stutters.
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A bogus bogeyman?
Economists who argue that big government debt may  

not be a big problem are winning converts

The persistent 
ability of 
governments to 
borrow money  
at rates below  
that of economic 
growth suggests 
much of the scary 
math  routinely 
touted by debt  
and deficit scolds 
does not stand up
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For decades, 
Canadian mining 
operations have 
wreaked havoc 
in developing 
countries. Villages 
have been razed,  
water supplies 
poisoned and 
allegations of 
rape—even 
murder—have 
emerged. But finally 
there is hope for 
a way out. Could 
a new avenue for 
justice lead to a 
brighter future for 
all of our mines?
By Paul Christopher Webster 
PHOTOGRAPHS BY
Valerian Mazataud in collaboration with Sarah R. Champagne
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Rosa Elvira Coc Ich 
and German Chub 

Choc are among 
the Guatemalans 

who say they were 
attacked by security 

forces affiliated 
with the Fenix 

mine purchased by 
Hudbay Minerals
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violence—subsequently fled to Peru to 
escape trial.

Today it’s painful for Adolfo to walk 
because of the wound in his back. Luis, 
whose face was grazed by a projectile, has 
trouble breathing and needs surgery, which 
he cannot afford. 

Guatemala’s human rights ombuds-
man, Jordan Rodas Andrade, described the 
attack as but one episode in a heavily mili-
tarized and misguided response to the pro-
tests. At one point, thousands of police and 
troops were mobilized and constitutional 
rights were suspended in the area. 

In July 2017, Guatemala’s supreme court, 
heeding an argument that the government 
had failed to consult Indigenous people 
about the mine, suspended the mine’s oper-
ations. Suddenly, the roar of machinery 
gave way to the lilting of tropical birdsong. 
A year and a half later, Escobal remains 
shuttered pending court-mandated consul-
tations with local Indigenous people. 

It’s a deadlock all too typical of Canadian 
mining, which has a long record of conflict 
with local populations in Africa, Asia and, 
above all, Latin America. 

Only occasionally do these disputes gain 
the notoriety of a project like Pascua-Lama, 
a giant gold and silver mine on the Chile–

WALKI NG AROUND IN THE VILLAGE of San Rafael Las Flores—quiet, poor 
and picturesque—there’s little sign that, not long ago, this tranquil 
spot near Guatemala’s Indigenous heartland hummed with one of 
the biggest mining booms in the Americas. The nearby Escobal mine, 
built by Vancouver-based Tahoe Resources, sits atop the world’s 
third-biggest silver deposit, estimated to be worth $5 billion, and 
three times that at peak silver prices. 

In 2016, Escobal, which is nestled in a paradisaically verdant valley, 
produced about $300 million worth of silver and employed more than 
1,000 people. According to mine officials, it supported a further 6,000 
jobs in an impoverished hinterland otherwise dependent on small-
scale coffee farming. 

But trouble was brewing. In an area known for rebel sympathies 
during the decades-long civil war that ravaged Guatemala until 1996, 
sensitivities to interlopers have always run high. As word travelled 
down the valleys that foreigners were intent on carting away a moun-
tain of local treasure—with the blessing of a deeply distrusted federal 
government—skepticism soon intensified into resistance. The oppo-
sition was backed by local politicians and activist groups from as far 
away as Nova Scotia. They blame the government, as much as they do 
the mine’s managers, for making many local people angry enough to 
gather at a protest camp that was pitched adjacent to the mine site as 
it was being built. 

That’s where farmer Adolfo Garcia and his son, Luis, a law stu-
dent, were on April 27, 2013. That afternoon, a posse of armed guards 
appeared. The guards, allegedly acting under orders from a security 
manager working for a Tahoe subsidiary, opened fire. Seven protest-
ers, including the Garcias, were wounded. The security manager, 
Alberto Rotondo Dall’Orso—whose phone was wiretapped by the 
Guatemalan government that day, as he allegedly orchestrated the 

Argentina border that hobbled Canada’s 
mining champion, Toronto-based Barrick 
Gold. But the familiar arc of these conflicts, 
both the infamous and the obscure, is about 
to change, for two reasons.

The first of these is the federal govern-
ment’s announcement in early 2018 that it 
would appoint an ombudsperson to help 
resolve conflicts triggered by Canadian 
companies abroad. 

Secondly, and more important, aggrieved 
parties like the Garcias are being allowed 
to pursue their cases in Canadian courts. 
In 2014, the Garcias and two other pro-
testers who were injured during Rotondo 
Dall’Orso’s alleged assault sued Tahoe. The 
case is now before the Supreme Court of 
British Columbia. 

Joe Fiorante, the Vancouver-based law-
yer who filed the case, points to two more 
files in motion: The Ontario Superior 
Court of Justice is hearing another case 
from Guatemala involving three lawsuits 
that make allegations of rape and violence 
against Toronto-based Hudbay Minerals. 
And in January, the Supreme Court of Can-
ada heard arguments in a case Fiorante is 
arguing against Vancouver-based Nevsun 
Resources, which is accused of using slave 
labour in Eritrea.

Tahoe, Hudbay and Nevsun all vigor-
ously deny the accusations against them. 
But no miner can ignore the growing 
impact of Indigenous opposition to large-
scale, environmentally sensitive projects. 
The shutdown of the Escobal mine, Tahoe’s 
most important project, placed the com-
pany in dire straits, turning it into an invit-
ing takeover target for Vancouver-based 
Pan American Silver.

No matter how the legal cases are 
resolved, they are historically important, 
says Shin Imai, a professor at York Univer-
sity’s Osgoode Hall Law School. “The onus 
is now on Canadian companies to prove 
that complainants from foreign countries 
can get a fair trial in their courts in their 
home countries,” he says. “Because if they 
can’t prove that, they can now be sued in 
the Canadian courts.”

The ground under the Canadian mining 
industry has dramatically shifted in recent 
years, Imai muses. And oddly enough, it 
seems, many of the answers to the indus-
try’s southern dilemmas are jelling in the 
Canadian north.
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ining is one of corporate Canada’s main games. So whether Canada 
plays the role of rogue or reformer matters a lot, both for our econ-
omy and for our standing among nations. 

About half of the world’s public mining companies are listed on 
the TSX and TSX Venture Exchange. It’s the top place in the world to 
raise mining money, accounting for 49% of financings in 2018. Mining 
employs more than 400,000 Canadians directly and more than 200,000 
indirectly. In 2017, the sector contributed $72 billion to Canada’s GDP 
and accounted for 19.4% of the value of goods exports. 

Truly Canadian miners may be an endangered species, however. 
Last year, Barrick Gold, the country’s largest gold miner, agreed to buy 
Randgold Resources Ltd., but the combined company is being run by 
executives at Randgold, which is based in the Channel Islands. Another 
major, Goldcorp, was acquired by Colorado-based Newmont Mining 
in January. And Nevsun Resources, the mid-tier miner accused of 
using slave labour in Eritrea, is being acquired by China’s Zijin Mining 
Group. That leaves potash giant Nutrien as the sole Canadian miner 
rubbing shoulders with the industry’s multinational behemoths: Rio 
Tinto, Glencore and BHP. Other senior Canadian names include Teck, 
Kinross, First Quantum and Agnico Eagle. The Canadian middle tier is 
populated by scores of companies; the junior tier, by thousands. Many 
of these companies have projects in Canada as well as in poorer coun-
tries. Between them, Tahoe and Pan American Silver have mines in 
Ontario as well as in five Latin American nations. 

If any company personifies the sector’s contradictions, it’s Barrick, 
which was built into a colossus by Peter Munk, a sophisticate who 
endowed one of the world’s leading human rights research centres, 
the Munk School at the University of Toronto, even while Barrick 
was embroiled in human rights and environmental conflicts in Chile, 
Papua New Guinea and Tanzania.
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whose face was grazed by a projectile, has 
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Guatemala’s human rights ombuds-
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heeding an argument that the government 
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against Toronto-based Hudbay Minerals. 
And in January, the Supreme Court of Can-
ada heard arguments in a case Fiorante is 
arguing against Vancouver-based Nevsun 
Resources, which is accused of using slave 
labour in Eritrea.

Tahoe, Hudbay and Nevsun all vigor-
ously deny the accusations against them. 
But no miner can ignore the growing 
impact of Indigenous opposition to large-
scale, environmentally sensitive projects. 
The shutdown of the Escobal mine, Tahoe’s 
most important project, placed the com-
pany in dire straits, turning it into an invit-
ing takeover target for Vancouver-based 
Pan American Silver.

No matter how the legal cases are 
resolved, they are historically important, 
says Shin Imai, a professor at York Univer-
sity’s Osgoode Hall Law School. “The onus 
is now on Canadian companies to prove 
that complainants from foreign countries 
can get a fair trial in their courts in their 
home countries,” he says. “Because if they 
can’t prove that, they can now be sued in 
the Canadian courts.”

The ground under the Canadian mining 
industry has dramatically shifted in recent 
years, Imai muses. And oddly enough, it 
seems, many of the answers to the indus-
try’s southern dilemmas are jelling in the 
Canadian north.
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in an area of 
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for agriculture—

and pushback 
against outside 
interests. Local 

residents Luis 
and Adolfo Garcia 

(near left) claim 
they were shot by 

mine security.
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That Latin America has been a hot spot for miners 
was confirmed by a 2018 report published by Uni-
versity of Ottawa political scientists. It found that 
of 634 properties at the advanced exploration phase 
or beyond in five Latin American countries in 2012, 
128 were associated with conflicts. About a third 
of these mines were Canadian-owned, the report 
noted. Yet it also concluded that Canadian-owned 
firms may be more socially responsible than other 
foreign-owned firms operating in Latin America. 

A 2016 study led by Osgoode Hall’s Shin Imai 
linked 28 Canadian miners to violence in Latin 
America between 2000 and 2015. These episodes 
entailed at least 709 “cases of criminalization” and 
44 deaths, of which 30 were “targeted.” 

This is not the sort of thing that shows up on miners’ websites, 
which tend to trumpet their social credentials. “There’s deep irony 
in the mining companies claiming to bring Canadian values to Latin 
America,” says Imai. “One of the biggest threats to Indigenous people 
in Latin American comes from Canadian mining companies.” 

Imai has had a hand in the seismic change now rumbling through 
the sector: A 2014 study he co-authored, along with work by other 
legal scholars such as former Supreme Court of Canada judge Ian 
Binnie, helped trial lawyers persuade judges to hear the Tahoe, Hud-
bay and Nevsun cases. Now, Imai believes, it’s only going to take one 
court decision to transform the industry. “The companies really only 
care about their shareholders and their ability to raise funds,” he 
argues. “That’s why it’s so important that Canadian judges have now 
begun to take some of these cases of conflict in foreign countries seri-
ously. We’ve made a very significant breakthrough in the law.” 
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On the government—as distinct from the 
judicial—side, Canada’s efforts to contend 
with the issue date back to 2000, when, 
as a member of the Organisation for Eco-
nomic Cooperation and Development, 
the country was required to establish a 
“national contact point” for complaints 
about Canadian companies overseas. At 
around the same time, many Canadian 
companies began establishing corporate 
social responsibility (CSR) teams tasked 
with fostering good relations in communi-
ties where they operate.

Five separate United Nations bodies have 
called on the federal government to hold 
Canadian companies accountable for their 
operations overseas, Imai notes. Echoing 
the demand, the human rights arm of the 
Organization of American States has said 
that its members, “such as Canada,” should 
adopt measures to prevent “multiple 
human rights violations.” 

In 2009, the federal government released 
a policy paper, “Building the Canadian 
Advantage: A CSR Strategy for the Interna-
tional Extractive Sector,” that established 
an Office of the Extractive Sector Corpo-
rate Social Responsibility Counsellor. But 
that office, once operational, was widely 
criticized for being ineffective by social 

justice advocates, and Ottawa responded 
last year with the decision to establish an 
ombudsperson, equipped with “all the 
tools required to ensure compliance with 
information requests, including the com-
pelling of witnesses and documents, in the 
hopefully very rare circumstances where a 
company is not fully and appropriately co-
operating.”  

The new ombudsperson, once appointed, is 
to focus on human rights in the garment, 
mining, and oil and gas sectors and will be 
able to recommend sanctions, including the 
withdrawal of government services such as 
trade advocacy and future Export Devel-
opment Canada support. “Any evidence of 
Canadian criminal wrongdoing will be pro-
vided to the appropriate law enforcement 
authority,” the government promises.

The Mining Association of Canada, the 
industry lobby, has urged caution. Prior to 
the announcement of the new ombudsper-
son’s office, association president Pierre 
Gratton said he opposed any “mechanism 
that is quasi-judicial with far-reaching, 
unworkable investigatory powers.” He 
warned that an overly intrusive approach 
“is in fact more likely to exacerbate ten-
sions to the detriment of all, including local 
communities.”

Since 2006, the association has required 
its members to satisfy its “Towards Sustain-
able Mining” checklist. Ben Chalmers, the 
association’s senior vice-president for sus-
tainable development, says that while the 
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Three cases and one turning point
Until recently, when people in developing countries 
like Guatemala and Eritrea were displaced or assaulted 
due to Canadian mining operations, their only recourse 
was the local court system, where fair treatment isn’t 
assured. Since 2013, however, Canadian judges have 
begun to allow a handful of cases to be heard in Canada, 
on the basis that Canadian courts may be fairer and 
more experienced. Below are the three cases currently 
before Canadian courts.

ESCOBAL
Tahoe Resources
San Rafael Las Flores, Guatemala
Tahoe is alleged to be responsible  
for violence against protesters
Status Case is before the Supreme  
Court of British Columbia

FENIX (pictured right)
Hudbay Minerals
El Estor, Guatemala
Hudbay is alleged to be liable for  
rapes in 2007 and murder and  
violence in 2009 at the mine
Status Ontario Superior Court of  
Justice is hearing the three cases

BISHA
Nevsun Resources
Western Eritrea
Nevsun is alleged to be complicit in slavery
Status In January, the Supreme Court  
of Canada heard arguments about  
whether the case should proceed
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On the government—as distinct from the 
judicial—side, Canada’s efforts to contend 
with the issue date back to 2000, when, 
as a member of the Organisation for Eco-
nomic Cooperation and Development, 
the country was required to establish a 
“national contact point” for complaints 
about Canadian companies overseas. At 
around the same time, many Canadian 
companies began establishing corporate 
social responsibility (CSR) teams tasked 
with fostering good relations in communi-
ties where they operate.

Five separate United Nations bodies have 
called on the federal government to hold 
Canadian companies accountable for their 
operations overseas, Imai notes. Echoing 
the demand, the human rights arm of the 
Organization of American States has said 
that its members, “such as Canada,” should 
adopt measures to prevent “multiple 
human rights violations.” 

In 2009, the federal government released 
a policy paper, “Building the Canadian 
Advantage: A CSR Strategy for the Interna-
tional Extractive Sector,” that established 
an Office of the Extractive Sector Corpo-
rate Social Responsibility Counsellor. But 
that office, once operational, was widely 
criticized for being ineffective by social 

majority of Canadian miners have implemented 
the checklist domestically, it remains voluntary 
for them to do so internationally. So far, only 
six companies (Hudbay, Agnico Eagle, First 
Quantum, Iamgold, New Gold and Excellon) 
have done so. More promisingly, however, min-
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ernment Pension Fund Global announced it would exclude Tahoe 
from its investments “due to an unacceptable risk that the company, 
through its operations in Guatemala, contributes to serious human 
rights violations.” Meanwhile, some leading purchasers of metal and 
minerals, including BMW, Tesla and Apple, are pressing their suppli-
ers for information about community conflicts. 

Canadian miners are reading the signals from all quarters, Chalm-
ers believes. “The evidence is very clear that community conflict is 
very expensive. It represents a competitive advantage for companies 
that are able to avoid it.” 

ood intentions like those of the Mining Association of Canada often 
fare badly in countries such as Guatemala, whose recent history is 
marred by dictatorship, war and endemic corruption. On the UN’s 
Human Development Index, the country lags every Latin Ameri-
can and Caribbean nation besides Haiti and Honduras, the original 
“banana republic.”

The Hudbay case involves three lawsuits accusing the company of 
being liable for rapes and murders at the Fenix nickel mine it formerly 
owned near Lake Izabal in eastern Guatemala.

As has happened often in such disputes, issues of accountability are 
blurred by changes in ownership—of mines, of companies or of both. 

When Canadian mining giant Inco developed the mine in the 1960s, 
thousands of Mayan people were evicted from their lands. The more 
immediate roots of the conflict are in 2007, when Toronto-based Skye 
Resources owned the mine. According to documents that Toronto 
lawyer Cory Wanless filed in court last summer, that’s when CGN, 
Skye’s Guatemalan subsidiary, paid more than $100,000 (U.S.) to go-
betweens, who channelled the money to police and the Guatemalan 
military to forcibly evict Mayan Q’eqchi’ people from their villages.

In 2008, Hudbay bought Skye Resources and, with it, the conflict, 

justice advocates, and Ottawa responded 
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to seek justice for the father of her five 
children. She says the Q’eqchi’ have never 
accepted the legality of the mining conces-
sion on land they claim as their own. “These 
crimes could all have been avoided if the 
Canadian businesspeople involved had 
respected our basic human rights, and sat 
down with us and consulted with us about 
their plans, even if they were told by our 
government that they didn’t have to.” 

Indigenous consultations, or the lack 
thereof, also figure in the Guatemalan tra-
vails of Tahoe. 

The San Rafael silver deposit, which 
has been mined since 1694, was acquired 
in 1998 by Nevada-based Glamis Gold; it 
established the true extent of the deposit in 
2006. Goldcorp bought Glamis that year. In 
2010, Goldcorp sold the property to Tahoe, 
which paid $505 million (U.S.) in cash and 
shares. (Tahoe’s founding CEO, Kevin 

McArthur, was formerly CEO of both Gla-
mis and Goldcorp.) 

The Escobal mine was built in 2013 after 
the Guatemalan government issued a min-
ing licence despite fierce local opposition. 
Escobal went into production in 2014, and 
the next year, Goldcorp sold its Tahoe 
shares for approximately $1 billion. 

A local non-Mayan Indigenous peo-
ple—the Xinka—objected to the project in 
Guatemalan courts. Their lawyer, Kelvin 
Jiminez, argued that the mining licence 
contravened an international agreement 
that required Guatemala to consult affected 
Indigenous people in resource develop-
ment. The country’s ministry of energy and 
mines maintains that in this case there are 
no Indigenous people to consult. (The min-
istry agreed to answer written questions 
for this article, but ultimately did not.) 

When the country’s supreme court, 
heeding Jiminez’s arguments, shut down 
Escobal in 2017, Tahoe’s bonanza became a 
burden. Its shares, already battered, plum-
meted 33% in a day, and Tahoe was saddled 
with millions in monthly costs just to keep 
the mine stable. The devaluation inspired 
November’s proposal by Pan American Sil-
ver to purchase Tahoe for roughly $1.1 bil-
lion (U.S.), a valuation described by Tahoe 
shareholder John Tumazos as “25 cents 
on the dollar.” At press time, the deal was 
expected to close on February 26.

In March 2018, Guatemala’s Constitu-
tional Court asked for several indepen-
dent reviews—of the mine’s environmen-
tal impacts, of the consultation process 
that led to the mine being licensed and of 
its impacts on the Xinka. Last September, 
the court instructed the ministry of energy 
and mines to consult with the Xinka. Tahoe 
officials said they were confident this edict 
opened a path to reopen the mine. 

The project has many supporters in Gua-
temala. “We’ve defended the mine on the 
principle that the company cannot be held 
responsible for something the government 
is accused of not doing,” says Juan Carlos 
Tefel, president of the Guatemalan Cham-
ber of Commerce. The dispute has damp-
ened investment in Guatemala, he adds. 
“What happens to the thousands of people 
who lost their jobs in San Rafael, many of 
whom are now considering illegal migra-
tion to the U.S.?” Tefel asks. “What about 
their human rights?”

which turned fatal during protests in September 
of the following year.

Last summer, Wanless brought two of the plain-
tiffs in the resulting lawsuit to Toronto to be ques-
tioned by Hudbay’s lawyers. According to Angel-
ica Choc, her husband, Adolfo Ich Chaman, a 
community leader, was killed during the protests; 

German Chub Choc (no relation), who uses a wheelchair, says his 
paralysis resulted from injuries sustained at the same time. 

“It was a gruelling and saddening week,” Angelica reflected as she 
rested after the questionings last summer at the Toronto home of a 
supporter. “I felt destroyed and saddened sitting before the represen-
tatives of this company that killed my husband.”

The lawsuit alleges that a Hudbay subsidiary employed security 
personnel who assaulted Ich Chaman with machete blows before 
shooting him in the head at close range. Another seven members of 
the community were allegedly wounded by mine security, includ-
ing German Chub Choc. Hudbay refutes the accusations. It does not, 
however, still own the mine—it sold it in 2011 to Swiss-headquartered 
Solway Investment Group.

Angelica, though petite, projects implacable resolve in her effort 

A lawsuit alleging 
sexual assault 
by security 
personnel at 
the Fenix mine 
brought another 
set of plaintiffs 
from rural 
Guatemala to 
Toronto to be 
questioned by 
Hudbay’s lawyers. 
At right,
Margarita Caal 
Caal (blue); far 
right, Rosa Elvira 
Coc Ich; above,  
a lunch break  
en route.
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to seek justice for the father of her five 
children. She says the Q’eqchi’ have never 
accepted the legality of the mining conces-
sion on land they claim as their own. “These 
crimes could all have been avoided if the 
Canadian businesspeople involved had 
respected our basic human rights, and sat 
down with us and consulted with us about 
their plans, even if they were told by our 
government that they didn’t have to.” 

Indigenous consultations, or the lack 
thereof, also figure in the Guatemalan tra-
vails of Tahoe. 

The San Rafael silver deposit, which 
has been mined since 1694, was acquired 
in 1998 by Nevada-based Glamis Gold; it 
established the true extent of the deposit in 
2006. Goldcorp bought Glamis that year. In 
2010, Goldcorp sold the property to Tahoe, 
which paid $505 million (U.S.) in cash and 
shares. (Tahoe’s founding CEO, Kevin 

McArthur, was formerly CEO of both Gla-
mis and Goldcorp.) 

The Escobal mine was built in 2013 after 
the Guatemalan government issued a min-
ing licence despite fierce local opposition. 
Escobal went into production in 2014, and 
the next year, Goldcorp sold its Tahoe 
shares for approximately $1 billion. 

A local non-Mayan Indigenous peo-
ple—the Xinka—objected to the project in 
Guatemalan courts. Their lawyer, Kelvin 
Jiminez, argued that the mining licence 
contravened an international agreement 
that required Guatemala to consult affected 
Indigenous people in resource develop-
ment. The country’s ministry of energy and 
mines maintains that in this case there are 
no Indigenous people to consult. (The min-
istry agreed to answer written questions 
for this article, but ultimately did not.) 

When the country’s supreme court, 
heeding Jiminez’s arguments, shut down 
Escobal in 2017, Tahoe’s bonanza became a 
burden. Its shares, already battered, plum-
meted 33% in a day, and Tahoe was saddled 
with millions in monthly costs just to keep 
the mine stable. The devaluation inspired 
November’s proposal by Pan American Sil-
ver to purchase Tahoe for roughly $1.1 bil-
lion (U.S.), a valuation described by Tahoe 
shareholder John Tumazos as “25 cents 
on the dollar.” At press time, the deal was 
expected to close on February 26.

In March 2018, Guatemala’s Constitu-
tional Court asked for several indepen-
dent reviews—of the mine’s environmen-
tal impacts, of the consultation process 
that led to the mine being licensed and of 
its impacts on the Xinka. Last September, 
the court instructed the ministry of energy 
and mines to consult with the Xinka. Tahoe 
officials said they were confident this edict 
opened a path to reopen the mine. 

The project has many supporters in Gua-
temala. “We’ve defended the mine on the 
principle that the company cannot be held 
responsible for something the government 
is accused of not doing,” says Juan Carlos 
Tefel, president of the Guatemalan Cham-
ber of Commerce. The dispute has damp-
ened investment in Guatemala, he adds. 
“What happens to the thousands of people 
who lost their jobs in San Rafael, many of 
whom are now considering illegal migra-
tion to the U.S.?” Tefel asks. “What about 
their human rights?”

At the local level, however, opinion is divided. “The conflict has 
been devastating,” says Amelia Matthias, a former farmer who built 
a business that employed 25 local women making soaps used in the 
mine—while it was open. “The protesters make some good points. 
But almost everyone here suffered when the mine closed. And it all 
could have been avoided.” 

Hugo Manfredo Loy, the mayor of Mataquescuintla, a village north 
of San Rafael, complains that neither Tahoe nor the Guatemalan gov-
ernment respected the results of a 2011 plebiscite that indicated 98% 
of his constituents opposed the mine. But the vote did ultimately 
make an impression on the Supreme Court. “The company officials 
and their government cronies acted as if we don’t matter when they 
came here,” Loy says, adding that the mine has a future only if its 
owner “admits its errors and asks for forgiveness, and if the com-
munity is properly consulted and agrees to let the mine reopen.” 
While Matthias supports the mine, she calls it a mixed blessing. “The 
company brought jobs, but it did a very poor job of distributing them 
evenly. There are too many communities that were left out.” 

When it comes to Tahoe’s community relations, Matthias can barely 
contain her exasperation. Some of the efforts were half-hearted, she 
says, describing an infant nutrition program run from a primitive 
shed at the edge of town. As for the public proceeds from the mine 
(Tahoe remitted about 5.5% of its revenues from the mine in royal-
ties and another 7% in taxes), she acidly observes that some of the 
money was used by local politicians to build a luxurious town hall, a 
police station and—to the amusement of local cynics—a massive new 
cemetery. According to Matthias, “at the very least, Tahoe needs to 
contribute to community schools and health care on a much bigger 
scale. After all, isn’t that what happens when Canadian companies 
like Tahoe build mines back home in Canada?” 

Kelvin Jiminez, the Indigenous lawyer who helped persuade the 
Guatemalan Supreme Court to suspend operations at Tahoe’s mine, 
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sees a disparity that even improved CSR programs 
won’t address. “We heard about a case in Canada 
of a mine that was closed because it was hurting 
salmon in a river, which hurt the local Indigenous 
people,” Jiminez says. “That really made us think. 
But when we discussed that contradiction with an 
official at the Canadian embassy here, he told us, 
‘We’re sorry, but we have our laws in Canada, and 
you have your laws in Guatemala. And we’re here 
to help Canadian companies do business.’ ”

Tahoe officials say they’re undertaking a broad 
review of the company’s community relations 
efforts. The aim, says Alexandra Barrows, Tahoe’s 
vice-president of investor relations, is to ensure 
the benefits flowing from the mine are shared as 

broadly in the community as possible. “Sometimes our execu-
tion of those values has been lacking,” she says. “We’re working on 
getting a better understanding of where we have made mistakes. We 
need to achieve more regional economic impact. We want to act as a 
catalyst, for example, in helping to revitalize the local coffee-growing 
industry.”

As for the question Matthias posed regarding the startling disparity 
between Tahoe’s Canadian and Guatemalan royalty and tax payments, 
Barrows notes that “Canada is much more advanced than Guatemala” 
in its approach to resource extraction and royalties. Under Guatema-
lan law, Tahoe is expected to pay only 1% of its revenues in royalties. 
The company instead voluntarily paid 5.5%, Barrows emphasizes. 
“These dollar figures come at the end of very long algebraic equations, 
although we do feel that there’s always room for improvement.” 

That sentiment is endorsed by Jordan Rodas Andrade, Guatemala’s 
human rights ombudsperson. “The economic model for mining in 
this country has to be revised,” he says. “Everyone knows the low roy-
alties are a source of conflict, and it looks as though the transnational 
companies come here to prey upon us. If this sort of behaviour is 
frowned on in Canada, why should we accept it in Guatemala?” 

 light snow is falling outside the office of 
the Wabun Tribal Council in Timmins, 
Ontario, when Jason Batise, the council’s 
executive director, arrives at work on an 
overcast morning. Standing at his office 
window, Batise points across the road to a 
giant berm. “That’s a Goldcorp mine, right 
here in downtown Timmins.” Batise taps 
his foot on the carpet. “Down below here 
is the old Hollinger mine. Underneath, this 
whole town is honeycombed with old min-
ing shafts.”

Since 2006, on behalf of the Wabun Tribal 
Council, which represents five Ojibwe First 
Nations, Batise has negotiated more than 90 
agreements with mining companies active 
on Indigenous lands in northern Ontario, 
which is in one of the world’s most inten-
sively mined regions. Batise also helped 
reach a deal with the province of Ontario 
whereby 40% of mining royalties earned on 
Indigenous lands go to First Nations. 

“Our lands are almost entirely covered 
by mining claims,” Batise explains. “But up 
until just a few years ago, the majority of our 
people couldn’t find work, and many sur-
vived on welfare. That’s changing fast now.” 

Two of the agreements Batise negotiated 
are with Tahoe, which operates two mines 
near Timmins. Other than a laconic “as in all 
marriages, there are ups and downs,” Batise 
has little to say about Tahoe. No matter 
which company he’s dealing with, Batise’s 
aim is to wring concessions that deliver rev-
enues to First Nations, as well as business, 
training and employment opportunities, 
alongside environmental guarantees. 

“These agreements ensure the commu-
nity’s commitment to work with the mine,” 
he says. “We’re in the game, working with 
them throughout the mine development 
cycle. We follow the projects through every 
stage. We’re not going anywhere, and we 
remember what they do.”

Over the past decade, Batise argues, sign-
ing a contract with First Nations in the 
region has gone from being discretionary 
to compulsory. It’s a nationwide develop-
ment propelled by a series of landmark 
Supreme Court of Canada decisions that 
affirmed the duty of companies and gov-
ernments to consult with and accommo-
date First Nations whenever their interests 
are affected by resource developments. 
“Do we trust them? Only as far as we can 
throw them,” Batise says with a chuckle. 

While stressing that CSR programs can 
be important, Batise is not interested in 
handouts. “We take a rights-based position. 
It’s our territory, and these are wealthy 
lands. And that’s why we want Impact and 
Benefit Agreements that guarantee we 
don’t have to rely on government subsidies 
anymore. You take a look around our com-
munities, and you can see all kinds of evi-
dence of the prosperity we’re achieving.” 

At Tahoe’s Bell Creek mine site, Tom 
Laughren, who was Timmins’s mayor 
before joining Tahoe as its director of cor-
porate and social responsibility for Canada, 
speaks proudly of the projects he’s working 
on with local partners to help restock local 
lakes and rivers and to train Indigenous 
women for mining jobs. In a community 
that also hosts operations by the likes of De 
Beers, Glencore and Goldcorp, Laughren 
says Tahoe has played a leading CSR role.

But, like Batise, Laughren says the advent 
of Impact and Benefit Agreements over 
the past decade has dramatically altered 
the landscape for miners. “It’s become 
unthinkable not to have one,” he asserts. 
“That partnership is critical.” 

Should the model be followed in Guate-
mala? “You need a receptive jurisdiction,” 
Laughren says. “In Canada we have it. But 
could you look at some of our successes 
here in Canada and replicate them down 
there? Sure.” 

L AUGH R EN’S ATTITUDE is widely held in the 
industry, judging by proceedings at the 
Prospectors and Developers Association 
of Canada’s annual conference last March. 
The association describes the Toronto 
gathering as the world’s premier mining 
event. It can marshal some striking num-
bers to prove this claim: The gathering 
drew more than 25,000 delegates from 135 
countries, including 3,495 investors, 68 
government delegations, 26 mining min-
isters and 525 “self-identified Aboriginal 
attendees.”

Human rights and sustainability featured 
significantly in the conference program, 
which included a series of well-attended 
Corporate Social Responsibility events. 
Numerous senior industry figures, includ-
ing executives from Rio Tinto, Teck, New-
mont Mining, Goldcorp and Glencore, 
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While stressing that CSR programs can 
be important, Batise is not interested in 
handouts. “We take a rights-based position. 
It’s our territory, and these are wealthy 
lands. And that’s why we want Impact and 
Benefit Agreements that guarantee we 
don’t have to rely on government subsidies 
anymore. You take a look around our com-
munities, and you can see all kinds of evi-
dence of the prosperity we’re achieving.” 

At Tahoe’s Bell Creek mine site, Tom 
Laughren, who was Timmins’s mayor 
before joining Tahoe as its director of cor-
porate and social responsibility for Canada, 
speaks proudly of the projects he’s working 
on with local partners to help restock local 
lakes and rivers and to train Indigenous 
women for mining jobs. In a community 
that also hosts operations by the likes of De 
Beers, Glencore and Goldcorp, Laughren 
says Tahoe has played a leading CSR role.

But, like Batise, Laughren says the advent 
of Impact and Benefit Agreements over 
the past decade has dramatically altered 
the landscape for miners. “It’s become 
unthinkable not to have one,” he asserts. 
“That partnership is critical.” 

Should the model be followed in Guate-
mala? “You need a receptive jurisdiction,” 
Laughren says. “In Canada we have it. But 
could you look at some of our successes 
here in Canada and replicate them down 
there? Sure.” 

L AUGH R EN’S ATTITUDE is widely held in the 
industry, judging by proceedings at the 
Prospectors and Developers Association 
of Canada’s annual conference last March. 
The association describes the Toronto 
gathering as the world’s premier mining 
event. It can marshal some striking num-
bers to prove this claim: The gathering 
drew more than 25,000 delegates from 135 
countries, including 3,495 investors, 68 
government delegations, 26 mining min-
isters and 525 “self-identified Aboriginal 
attendees.”

Human rights and sustainability featured 
significantly in the conference program, 
which included a series of well-attended 
Corporate Social Responsibility events. 
Numerous senior industry figures, includ-
ing executives from Rio Tinto, Teck, New-
mont Mining, Goldcorp and Glencore, 

spoke during these sessions, and in satellite gatherings, with can-
dour and urgency about the industry’s desire to put environmental 
and human rights scandals behind it. Sustainable mining, everyone 
agreed at a panel on the topic, is good for business. It’s also an inevi-
tability, warned Tom Albanese, a former CEO of Rio Tinto. “People 
affected by mining have acquired a growing voice over the past 20 
years,” he said. “Sensitivities around sustainability have increased at 
least tenfold over the past decade.” 

Elaine Dorward-King, head of sustainability and external relations 
at Newmont, echoed the message that external pressures are propel-
ling rapid change in the industry. “Supply-chain auditing for human 
rights has become ubiquitous. The best way to generate good percep-
tions is to do the right thing.” The Canadian government’s decision 
to create an ombudsperson “could be a good thing,” Dorward-King 
added. Scott Yarrow, her counterpart at Glencore, firmly concurred. 
“It is a good thing.” 

Also speaking at the conference was Ginger Gibson, a director of 
the Firelight Group, a Western Canadian consultancy that helps First 
Nations negotiate with resource companies. She advocates for made-
in-Canada solutions that have been forged in decades of litigation, 
negotiation and consultation. The pivot began in the 1970s, Gibson 
notes, with a court decision that forced the Quebec government to 
partner with the Cree people affected by the James Bay hydroelectric 
project. 

As controversial energy projects ranging from the Trans Mountain 
Pipeline in the West to the Muskrat Falls hydro project in Labrador 
illustrate, the made-in-Canada approach is still a work in progress. 
Disputes develop, Gibson says, when companies “fail to build deep 
relationships. The onus shouldn’t be on the communities to build 
those relationships. It should be on the companies.” 

For Tahoe Resources, community conflict has proven catastrophic. 
Investors in numerous other companies have been similarly pun-
ished—perhaps none more so than in the case of Barrick, which was 
compelled to write off close to half a billion dollars last winter after 
a Chilean judge sided with environmentalists opposed to the Pascua-
Lama project.

These situations are only going to increase in number, putting bil-
lions in shareholders’ money in jeopardy as more cases are heard in 
Canadian courts, Gibson says. “Companies that do a poor job of con-
sulting with Indigenous communities are going to be held to account. 
There are numerous avenues of recourse for Indigenous complaint, 
and big projects can be shuttered. Community conflicts are expensive 
in both financial and reputational terms.”

But for the companies willing to spend money and time engaging 
with local Indigenous nations, the benefits can be massive, Gibson 
argues. “There are numerous examples of well-led projects across 
Canada where resource companies are prospering in close collabo-
ration with First Nations and other local communities,” she says. “I 
have gold stars on the names of many companies. It’s all about their 
senior managers instructing their staff that Indigenous rights should 
be a top priority.” 

The formula for mining and other resource companies to avoid 
conflicts in places like Guatemala is right at hand, Gibson insists. “I 
wouldn’t want to be arrogant about our ability to solve problems in 
other countries. But even so, I suggest we look to our own north to 
find the solutions to the conflicts in the south.”
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WestJet CEO Ed Sims

Born as a scrappy discount upstart, WestJet 
has suffered through internal upheavals 

and badly lagged Air Canada in recent years.
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But now the airline is adding big new planes, 
a business class with lie-flat seats, 

an ultra-low-cost subsidiary and much more. 

Is any of it going to work?

Born as a scrappy discount upstart, WestJet 
has suffered through internal upheavals 

and badly lagged Air Canada in recent years.

FLIGHT

ILLUSTRATION BY ALEXANDER WELLS

by JOE CASTALDO
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fare carrier known for corny in-flight 
jokes. But just what kind of airline it is 
these days is up in the air. Three of its 
four founders left long ago. The excep-
tion, and one of the last links to West-
Jet’s early days, is Clive Beddoe, 72, who 
remains chair and a large shareholder.

If you ask Sims, he’ll tell you that 
“WestJet is a low-fare domestic air-
line, with a premium international 
arm,” which is a mouthful. What he 
won’t quite say directly is that WestJet 
increasingly resembles its archrival. 

Sims won’t even say the name Air Canada in an interview, 
referring to it as “our competitor.” He also jokes he’ll call it 
Voldemort, named after Harry Potter’s nemesis. Both carri-
ers have separate budget-oriented airlines, regional brands 
and mainline offerings. Sims’s play for business travellers 
marks another push into Air Canada’s territory. 

But as WestJet strays from its roots, it risks losing what 
made it unique. WestJet’s appeal to investors over Air Can-
ada has always been its lower cost structure, healthy bal-
ance sheet and gung-ho workplace culture. “We see these 
advantages quickly disappearing,” wrote CIBC analyst Kevin 
Chiang in a note last year. WestJet pilots unionized in 2017, 
and flight attendants joined the Canadian Union of Public 
Employees (CUPE) last August. There are rumblings other 
groups could be next. “It’s just so shocking that it would hap-
pen at WestJet,” says Helane Becker, an analyst with Cowen 
and Co. LLC. 

The company’s sagging share price reflects the stock mar-
ket’s deep concern. WestJet suffered its first quarterly loss in 
13 years in 2018, as its non-union operation started to crack. 
Over the past five years, WestJet’s share price has sunk by 
about 25%, while Air Canada’s has soared by more than 270%.

WestJet’s push for growth is putting more pressure on 
the airline’s culture and its financials. Sims, 55, will have to 
repair relations with employees and improve profitability, all 
while guiding the airline into uncertain territory when the 
787s take flight. The market is clearly skeptical, but Sims is 
fully committed to reversing the malaise. After revealing a 
3-D rendering of WestJet’s 787 on stage last May, he wiped a 
mock tear from his eye and asked, “Isn’t that beautiful?”

arly on the morning of March 8 last year, WestJet issued 
a news release announcing the immediate retirement of 
Saretsky. The news surprised Canada’s aviation industry. 
Saretsky had been at the helm for eight years, but there had 
been no sign he was preparing to step down.

Saretsky had presided over phenomenal growth after he 
took over in 2010. WestJet carried 15 million passengers that 
year, and the total ballooned to 24 million by 2017. Fleet count 
nearly doubled, and WestJet added close to 40 new destina-
tions. Saretsky also launched Encore, WestJet’s regional car-
rier, drew up plans for an ultra-low-cost airline and laid the 
groundwork for transoceanic expansion with service to Dub-
lin in 2014. Two years ago, WestJet placed orders for up to 20 
Dreamliners, which list for $282 million (U.S.) apiece.

WestJet’s stock price actually climbed during Saretsky’s 
first few years at the helm. But it then began to flag, and front-
line workers grew restless. The pilots’ decision to join the Air 
Line Pilots Association, International (ALPA) baffled him. “I 
wish I had the answer because then I would know how to 
head that off at the pass,” Saretsky said in 2017. 

A non-unionized workforce was integral to WestJet’s 
model when the airline launched in 1996. Without the legacy 
employment costs of older airlines, WestJet could be nimble 
and undercut competitors. Beddoe declined to comment for 
this article, but in the airline’s early years, he hosted a 90-min-
ute information session with every group of new hires. “I 
would talk about how I thought the whole union movement 
had done an enormous disservice to its members,” he told stu-
dents at the Marshall School of Business at the University of 
Southern California in 2012. “They’ve bitten the hand that fed 
them and found themselves out on the street without a job.” 

But beyond such blunt statements, Beddoe instilled an 
ownership culture in WestJet. Employees shared in the profits 
and could enrol in a generous share-purchase program. The 
founders were accessible, and they pitched in on flights to 
help serve food and drinks, a practice that executives con-
tinue. Early employees talk unironically about WestJet feeling 
like a family, a place where everyone had a stake in its success.

Beddoe stayed on as the other founders left, but there were 
problems when he pulled back. Stephen Smith, who became 
CEO in 1999, lasted less than two years. Beddoe said he 
thought Smith was a micromanager, and Beddoe returned as 
CEO for another seven years. Sean Durfy took over in 2007, 
but then resigned in 2010, citing personal reasons. WestJet 
had also botched the rollout of a new reservation system.

Management and frontline workers grew apart as the com-
pany grew. More layers of management impeded communi-
cation, and with the addition of new routes, plane types and 
hubs across the country, WestJet became a much more com-
plex organization. The jobs of pilots and flight attendants 
also got harder and less fun. Longer routes meant more time 
away from home and difficulties getting in the minimum rest 
periods between flights. New fare classes and baggage fees  
meant that check-in and cabin staff had to police passengers.

Plane grooming, once a hallmark of WestJet’s culture and 
a unique cost-saving measure, became contentious for some 
employees. In theory, they volunteer for clean-up duty, and 
they’re not paid directly for their time, but benefit through 
the profit-sharing program. The trouble is that flight atten-
dants and pilots can work several flights a day and end up 
grooming far more than other employee groups. Union rep-

Standing onstage wasn’t a place Sims expected to be when 
he joined WestJet a year earlier. CEO succession wasn’t even 
part of the discussion when he left New Zealand to move 
12,000 kilometres to Calgary to join WestJet as an executive 
vice-president. But last March, then-CEO Gregg Saretsky 
stepped down abruptly, and two months later, here Sims 
was, charged with spearheading an ambitious international 
expansion plan.

Sims was showcasing an artist’s rendering of WestJet’s new 
Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner, a fuel-efficient widebody jet that 
will allow the airline to fly greater distances—perhaps some-
day to Asia. Ensconced in the 787s will be WestJet’s first true 
business class cabin. Onstage, he cued up a promo video. The 
camera lingered on the stitching of the leather seats before 
panning to a businessman dining with a cloth napkin. Other 
passengers wandered around blissfully, stopping to chat at a 
wine bar. Come nighttime, our businessman donned pajamas 
and cozied up with a blanket, fully reclined in a lie-flat seat 
and still scrolling through his smartphone. Work never stops 
for our road warrior.

Born in 1996 as a scrappy domestic discount airline, West-
Jet now wants to attract well-heeled business travellers who 
will drop thousands for first-class service. In 2017, WestJet 
placed orders for 10 Dreamliners with an option for 10 more 
and will take delivery of three by March. Seven more will 
arrive over the next two years. The first international Dream-
liner takes flight from Calgary to London in April, with Paris 
and Dublin to follow. The airline has also added a new high-
end tier to its loyalty program to entice bigger spenders.

It’s all very unlike WestJet, the once-humble, low-cost, low-

Ed Sims took the stage in an airplane hangar in Calgary in 
front of throngs of WestJet Airlines Ltd. employees. With the 
sweaty, almost endearing awkwardness that middle-aged men 
can’t shake during moments like this, the CEO goosed his audi-
ence to wave their hands in the air. “Play louder! Give it more!” 
Sims shouted to the DJ, and whipped off his suit jacket and tie. 
Once he deemed the crowd sufficiently enthused, Sims got to 
the matter at hand. “It’s not every day an airline gets to usher 
in a completely new business model,” he said. 

LAST MAY,
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fare carrier known for corny in-flight 
jokes. But just what kind of airline it is 
these days is up in the air. Three of its 
four founders left long ago. The excep-
tion, and one of the last links to West-
Jet’s early days, is Clive Beddoe, 72, who 
remains chair and a large shareholder.

If you ask Sims, he’ll tell you that 
“WestJet is a low-fare domestic air-
line, with a premium international 
arm,” which is a mouthful. What he 
won’t quite say directly is that WestJet 
increasingly resembles its archrival. 

Sims won’t even say the name Air Canada in an interview, 
referring to it as “our competitor.” He also jokes he’ll call it 
Voldemort, named after Harry Potter’s nemesis. Both carri-
ers have separate budget-oriented airlines, regional brands 
and mainline offerings. Sims’s play for business travellers 
marks another push into Air Canada’s territory. 

But as WestJet strays from its roots, it risks losing what 
made it unique. WestJet’s appeal to investors over Air Can-
ada has always been its lower cost structure, healthy bal-
ance sheet and gung-ho workplace culture. “We see these 
advantages quickly disappearing,” wrote CIBC analyst Kevin 
Chiang in a note last year. WestJet pilots unionized in 2017, 
and flight attendants joined the Canadian Union of Public 
Employees (CUPE) last August. There are rumblings other 
groups could be next. “It’s just so shocking that it would hap-
pen at WestJet,” says Helane Becker, an analyst with Cowen 
and Co. LLC. 

The company’s sagging share price reflects the stock mar-
ket’s deep concern. WestJet suffered its first quarterly loss in 
13 years in 2018, as its non-union operation started to crack. 
Over the past five years, WestJet’s share price has sunk by 
about 25%, while Air Canada’s has soared by more than 270%.

WestJet’s push for growth is putting more pressure on 
the airline’s culture and its financials. Sims, 55, will have to 
repair relations with employees and improve profitability, all 
while guiding the airline into uncertain territory when the 
787s take flight. The market is clearly skeptical, but Sims is 
fully committed to reversing the malaise. After revealing a 
3-D rendering of WestJet’s 787 on stage last May, he wiped a 
mock tear from his eye and asked, “Isn’t that beautiful?”

arly on the morning of March 8 last year, WestJet issued 
a news release announcing the immediate retirement of 
Saretsky. The news surprised Canada’s aviation industry. 
Saretsky had been at the helm for eight years, but there had 
been no sign he was preparing to step down.

Saretsky had presided over phenomenal growth after he 
took over in 2010. WestJet carried 15 million passengers that 
year, and the total ballooned to 24 million by 2017. Fleet count 
nearly doubled, and WestJet added close to 40 new destina-
tions. Saretsky also launched Encore, WestJet’s regional car-
rier, drew up plans for an ultra-low-cost airline and laid the 
groundwork for transoceanic expansion with service to Dub-
lin in 2014. Two years ago, WestJet placed orders for up to 20 
Dreamliners, which list for $282 million (U.S.) apiece.

WestJet’s stock price actually climbed during Saretsky’s 
first few years at the helm. But it then began to flag, and front-
line workers grew restless. The pilots’ decision to join the Air 
Line Pilots Association, International (ALPA) baffled him. “I 
wish I had the answer because then I would know how to 
head that off at the pass,” Saretsky said in 2017. 

A non-unionized workforce was integral to WestJet’s 
model when the airline launched in 1996. Without the legacy 
employment costs of older airlines, WestJet could be nimble 
and undercut competitors. Beddoe declined to comment for 
this article, but in the airline’s early years, he hosted a 90-min-
ute information session with every group of new hires. “I 
would talk about how I thought the whole union movement 
had done an enormous disservice to its members,” he told stu-
dents at the Marshall School of Business at the University of 
Southern California in 2012. “They’ve bitten the hand that fed 
them and found themselves out on the street without a job.” 

But beyond such blunt statements, Beddoe instilled an 
ownership culture in WestJet. Employees shared in the profits 
and could enrol in a generous share-purchase program. The 
founders were accessible, and they pitched in on flights to 
help serve food and drinks, a practice that executives con-
tinue. Early employees talk unironically about WestJet feeling 
like a family, a place where everyone had a stake in its success.

Beddoe stayed on as the other founders left, but there were 
problems when he pulled back. Stephen Smith, who became 
CEO in 1999, lasted less than two years. Beddoe said he 
thought Smith was a micromanager, and Beddoe returned as 
CEO for another seven years. Sean Durfy took over in 2007, 
but then resigned in 2010, citing personal reasons. WestJet 
had also botched the rollout of a new reservation system.

Management and frontline workers grew apart as the com-
pany grew. More layers of management impeded communi-
cation, and with the addition of new routes, plane types and 
hubs across the country, WestJet became a much more com-
plex organization. The jobs of pilots and flight attendants 
also got harder and less fun. Longer routes meant more time 
away from home and difficulties getting in the minimum rest 
periods between flights. New fare classes and baggage fees  
meant that check-in and cabin staff had to police passengers.

Plane grooming, once a hallmark of WestJet’s culture and 
a unique cost-saving measure, became contentious for some 
employees. In theory, they volunteer for clean-up duty, and 
they’re not paid directly for their time, but benefit through 
the profit-sharing program. The trouble is that flight atten-
dants and pilots can work several flights a day and end up 
grooming far more than other employee groups. Union rep-

resentation began to look like an effective way to be heard.
Saretsky feared unionization could divide the company. 

“We need to trust that we’re in this together,” he pleaded at a 
company event in 2016. “Stop bringing each other down.” He 
encouraged staff to unite against a common enemy outside 
of WestJet. “I believe we can build an even stronger culture 
and disrupt the negative forces that are weighing us down.”

Saretsky questioned pilots, but was confounded by what he 
heard. Many of them believed joining a union would result in 
higher pay and better work rules. It’s generally true that base 
salaries for pilots are lower at WestJet than at Air Canada. But 
WestJet has always contended that when other benefits are 
taken into consideration, such as the airline’s profit-sharing 
program, compensation is comparable, if not better. Pilots, 
however, argued they couldn’t always rely on the program.

David Colquhoun, a WestJet pilot and chairman of the 
ALPA master executive council at the airline, says unionizing 
was never about pay, but was a consequence of growth. “We 

needed to be able to speak with one 
voice and be heard,” he says. Likewise, 
a spokesperson for CUPE says that no 
one event pushed flight attendants to 
unionize. Rather, it was an accumula-
tion of issues over the years.

A year after his departure, Saretsky 
still isn’t sure why pilots unionized. “I 
can only guess, because I never got an 

answer,” he says. Saretsky believes he and his team didn’t 
manage the change process as well as they could have. Each 
part of the organization should have explained in every venue 
why changes were necessary and beneficial. 

“We assumed that because we had published an article 
internally on our intranet, they read it and understood it,” 
Saretsky says. But some employees never read internal 
memos. Others do but need more explanation. “The change 
management process needs a tonne of effort, and perhaps on 
some of these changes, we didn’t do enough,” Saretsky says.

Before WestJet launched regional airline Encore in 2013, 
for example, management held a plebiscite for employees, 
and waged an extensive information campaign. Saretsky was 
even prepared to resign if the vote failed, but it passed with 
91% support. 

WestJet offered no vote when it announced the creation of 

WestJet president 
and CEO Ed Sims 
tests out a  
business class  
seat in a mockup 
of Boeing’s 787 
Dreamliner jet
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Swoop, its ultra-low-cost subsidiary, in April 2017. Instead, 
Swoop led to the most raucous period in WestJet’s history. 
The budget airline was partly a competitive response to a 
crop of cheap airlines trying to get off the ground in Canada. 
Swoop was supposed to be completely distinct from WestJet, 
with a separate brand, offices and employees. The company 
believed that was the only way to operate as a true ultra-low-
cost carrier.

But there was still overlap. Swoop deployed repurposed 
WestJet planes, and pilots could join the subsidiary if they 
took a leave of absence from the parent. They would earn a 
lower salary but had more opportunities for promotion. 

The ALPA complained that WestJet refused to discuss the 
issue and filed a complaint with the Canada Industrial Rela-
tions Board (CIRB) in February 2018. The CIRB issued an 
interim injunction the following month, ordering the com-
pany to stop its hiring practices. But WestJet then started 
hiring pilots away from other airlines to fly for Swoop. The 
union was outraged. “That really was a very unifying moment 
when our company decided to, from our perspective, start 
outsourcing our work,” Colquhoun says. 

Beddoe never wanted to fight with employees. “If we get 
into that type of battle, then we’re sunk,” he told Marshall 
business school students in 2012. But that’s exactly where 
WestJet landed in 2018. Amid the tension, WestJet announced 
Saretsky’s retirement and appointed Sims. He has nothing but 
praise for his predecessor, noting the “phenomenal growth” 
under Saretsky. “I think Gregg felt that he’d achieved what he 
needed to achieve at WestJet,” Sims says. 

Saretsky declined to comment on his departure. But he 
spoke about how the animosity between the company and 
pilots coalesced around him. “Was I a flashpoint? You can be 
made to be a villain, and when things get tense, they always 
look to blame it on the person at the top,” Saretsky says. “Was 
I that person? Perhaps.” Still, he has no regrets about his 
approach, given what happened next.

ims had been with WestJet for less than a year when the 
board of directors tapped him for the top job. “I never felt that 
I was anointed or groomed to be the successor,” he says. “I 
happened to be in the right place, and I was the right person 
at the right time.” Sims had experience with unions and wide-
body planes like the 787, and he had been involved in a difficult 
financial turnaround before—three attributes the board felt 
were necessary, he says.

Sims is compact, sporting a closely cropped haircut not 
uncommon among pilots, and can exude an almost boy-
ish enthusiasm when talking about his work. Sims grew up 
in Swansea in South Wales. His father was a professor of 
English literature and his mother was an actress who later 
became a lawyer. Sims pursued an erudite path at University 
of Oxford. Reading continues to be his escape from work, 
and gloomy Irish novels are a favourite. “It just makes me feel 
better. There’s always somebody worse off than you,” Sims 
quips. “It’s the same reason I listen to the Smiths.”

His parents assumed he would continue on a path to aca-
demia, but Sims tried to crack into marketing and advertis-
ing, and applied for dozens of copywriting jobs. About half 
the employers sent rejection letters; the rest never replied. 
“That other half never made it on to a pitch list in my 30-year 
career,” he says. After I chuckle at what I thought was a joke, 
he corrects me. “Quite seriously, I’ve never put them on a 
pitch list. If people treat young, aspiring recruits with that 
degree of disdain, there will be somebody, somewhere with 
a long memory.”

Instead, Sims found work as a checking agent at London’s 
Gatwick Airport, and later as a vacation sales rep for a travel 
company that offered tours across Europe. While his col-
leagues slept late, Sims headed out early to sell tour packages 
and excursions. He figured tourists were more susceptible 
then, either because they hadn’t yet planned their day or they 
were hung over.

After a stretch working at Virgin Group, Sims moved with 
his wife and children to Melbourne in 2001 to join a subsid-
iary of Air New Zealand called Ansett Australia. Just a few 
months later, the money-losing division sought legal protec-
tion from its creditors. Sims was prepared to pack up and 
move his family back to the U.K. But Air New Zealand offered 
him a position running marketing, loyalty and alliance pro-
grams in Auckland.

The troubled airline survived thanks to a massive govern-
ment bailout, and Air New Zealand rebuilt itself as a low-
cost airline. Sims later ran the company’s international arm, 
adding new Boeing aircraft to expand long-haul service. The 
period he remembers most fondly was born of a near disas-
ter. Air New Zealand was one of the first customers for the 
787 Dreamliner, but Boeing fell far behind its delivery dates.

Air New Zealand mulled legal action, but in 2007, it pro-
posed an alternative and asked Boeing to build a prototype 
787 interior so it could test new seating configurations. Sims 
headed the three-year initiative, partnering with California-
based design firm Ideo. (See “Lab tested,” opposite).

WestJet first interviewed Sims in 2010 when looking to 
hire an executive vice-president of operations. But he wasn’t 
ready to move to Canada. WestJet reached out again in 2017. 
By then, Sims was heading New Zealand’s air navigation ser-
vice provider. This time he said yes, signing on as executive 
vice-president of commercial operations.

f WestJet’s board of directors thought replacing Saretsky 
would quickly ease tensions, they were wrong. Sims’s first 
few months on the job were rocked by the threat of a strike 
over hiring practices at Swoop. The dispute peaked last May. 
Pilots girded themselves for a lockout, and about 200 pilots 
and supporters protested at WestJet’s annual meeting. Mem-
bers gave the union a 91% strike vote. Job action was only 
averted when both sides agreed to binding arbitration. “We 
went to the edge of the cliff, looked down and said, ‘We’ve got 
a good airline here. Let’s not jump,’” Colquhoun says. (The 
arbitrator issued a decision in December, and at press time, 
neither side had disclosed details, pending further review.)

The turmoil led customers to cancel flights and Air Canada 
scooped up business. WestJet reported a $20.8-million loss 
for its second quarter ending June 30, 2018, its first quarterly 
loss since 2005. The company turned a profit in the next quar-
ter, but net earnings were still down 66% compared to the 
same period the year before.

Sims has been working to repair the relationship with 
employees. “There has been an erosion of trust and a loss of 
confidence in senior management,” he says. “I take that very 
personally.” One step he’s taken is to send a company-wide 
email each Friday called EdTalks.

Last fall, he took on the topic of plane grooming, acknowl-
edging that it had been hotly debated on the company’s Yam-
mer channel. “I was pretty disheartened to see the respect 
I advocated so sadly lacking in many of these exchanges,” 
he wrote. Sims referenced the All Blacks, New Zealand’s 
national rugby union team, who clean up their own dress-
ing room. “It grounds them and reminds them (as it should 
remind us) that we all started somewhere,” he wrote.

The comparison between wealthy athletes cleaning up 
after themselves and airline employees mopping after others 
struck some as out of touch. “He thought it was an innocent 
comment, but because of the environment and the toxicity 
that already existed, it got so spun out of proportion,” says 
one flight attendant. “If my comment was taken out of con-
text, I apologize for that,” Sims says.

He’s also devoting 20% of his time to working in the field, 
helping attend to passengers on flights or loading bags. “The 
conversations on those days do far more to build trust than 
any email exchange,” he says. Sims says he’s actually looking 
forward to the next round of union negotiations. “Hopefully 
the second round will be so much more harmonious,” he says.

The pace of expansion has added to employees’ stress, and 
Sims is trying to reduce some of the pressure. Late last year, 

LAB TESTED
WestJet CEO Ed Sims held senior executive jobs in aviation in Australia and New Zealand for more than 15 years before  
he arrived in Canada two years ago. Starting in 2006, he headed a three-year research project at Air New Zealand  
that experimented with interior designs for new long-haul Boeing 787 Dreamliner jets. Together with the California-based 
design firm Ideo, the airline hired actors to sit in a prototype cabin for hours at a stretch, with simulated engine noise 
piped in and a cabin crew serving food and drinks. A lot of ideas flopped, but some worked.

LOSING ALTITUDE 
Once known for being a focused domestic discount rival  
to Air Canada, WestJet’s share price has fallen far behind  
as the airline has added new routes and fare classes
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BUNK BEDS
OPEN PLAY AREA  
FOR CHILDREN STAGGERED SEATS SKYCOUCH

Risk of head bumping. 
No one wanted  
the top bunk

Nowhere left for 
the crew to sleep. 
Kids can get rowdy

Passengers felt both 
crowded and isolated

Flat cushions that allow 
three economy seats  
to convert to a couch 
were a huge success

ims had been with WestJet for less than a year when the 
board of directors tapped him for the top job. “I never felt that 
I was anointed or groomed to be the successor,” he says. “I 
happened to be in the right place, and I was the right person 
at the right time.” Sims had experience with unions and wide-
body planes like the 787, and he had been involved in a difficult 
financial turnaround before—three attributes the board felt 
were necessary, he says.

Sims is compact, sporting a closely cropped haircut not 
uncommon among pilots, and can exude an almost boy-
ish enthusiasm when talking about his work. Sims grew up 
in Swansea in South Wales. His father was a professor of 
English literature and his mother was an actress who later 
became a lawyer. Sims pursued an erudite path at University 
of Oxford. Reading continues to be his escape from work, 
and gloomy Irish novels are a favourite. “It just makes me feel 
better. There’s always somebody worse off than you,” Sims 
quips. “It’s the same reason I listen to the Smiths.”

His parents assumed he would continue on a path to aca-
demia, but Sims tried to crack into marketing and advertis-
ing, and applied for dozens of copywriting jobs. About half 
the employers sent rejection letters; the rest never replied. 
“That other half never made it on to a pitch list in my 30-year 
career,” he says. After I chuckle at what I thought was a joke, 
he corrects me. “Quite seriously, I’ve never put them on a 
pitch list. If people treat young, aspiring recruits with that 
degree of disdain, there will be somebody, somewhere with 
a long memory.”

Instead, Sims found work as a checking agent at London’s 
Gatwick Airport, and later as a vacation sales rep for a travel 
company that offered tours across Europe. While his col-
leagues slept late, Sims headed out early to sell tour packages 
and excursions. He figured tourists were more susceptible 
then, either because they hadn’t yet planned their day or they 
were hung over.

After a stretch working at Virgin Group, Sims moved with 
his wife and children to Melbourne in 2001 to join a subsid-
iary of Air New Zealand called Ansett Australia. Just a few 
months later, the money-losing division sought legal protec-
tion from its creditors. Sims was prepared to pack up and 
move his family back to the U.K. But Air New Zealand offered 
him a position running marketing, loyalty and alliance pro-
grams in Auckland.

The troubled airline survived thanks to a massive govern-
ment bailout, and Air New Zealand rebuilt itself as a low-
cost airline. Sims later ran the company’s international arm, 
adding new Boeing aircraft to expand long-haul service. The 
period he remembers most fondly was born of a near disas-
ter. Air New Zealand was one of the first customers for the 
787 Dreamliner, but Boeing fell far behind its delivery dates.

Air New Zealand mulled legal action, but in 2007, it pro-
posed an alternative and asked Boeing to build a prototype 
787 interior so it could test new seating configurations. Sims 
headed the three-year initiative, partnering with California-
based design firm Ideo. (See “Lab tested,” opposite).

WestJet first interviewed Sims in 2010 when looking to 
hire an executive vice-president of operations. But he wasn’t 
ready to move to Canada. WestJet reached out again in 2017. 
By then, Sims was heading New Zealand’s air navigation ser-
vice provider. This time he said yes, signing on as executive 
vice-president of commercial operations.

f WestJet’s board of directors thought replacing Saretsky 
would quickly ease tensions, they were wrong. Sims’s first 
few months on the job were rocked by the threat of a strike 
over hiring practices at Swoop. The dispute peaked last May. 
Pilots girded themselves for a lockout, and about 200 pilots 
and supporters protested at WestJet’s annual meeting. Mem-
bers gave the union a 91% strike vote. Job action was only 
averted when both sides agreed to binding arbitration. “We 
went to the edge of the cliff, looked down and said, ‘We’ve got 
a good airline here. Let’s not jump,’” Colquhoun says. (The 
arbitrator issued a decision in December, and at press time, 
neither side had disclosed details, pending further review.)

The turmoil led customers to cancel flights and Air Canada 
scooped up business. WestJet reported a $20.8-million loss 
for its second quarter ending June 30, 2018, its first quarterly 
loss since 2005. The company turned a profit in the next quar-
ter, but net earnings were still down 66% compared to the 
same period the year before.

Sims has been working to repair the relationship with 
employees. “There has been an erosion of trust and a loss of 
confidence in senior management,” he says. “I take that very 
personally.” One step he’s taken is to send a company-wide 
email each Friday called EdTalks.

Last fall, he took on the topic of plane grooming, acknowl-
edging that it had been hotly debated on the company’s Yam-
mer channel. “I was pretty disheartened to see the respect 
I advocated so sadly lacking in many of these exchanges,” 
he wrote. Sims referenced the All Blacks, New Zealand’s 
national rugby union team, who clean up their own dress-
ing room. “It grounds them and reminds them (as it should 
remind us) that we all started somewhere,” he wrote.

The comparison between wealthy athletes cleaning up 
after themselves and airline employees mopping after others 
struck some as out of touch. “He thought it was an innocent 
comment, but because of the environment and the toxicity 
that already existed, it got so spun out of proportion,” says 
one flight attendant. “If my comment was taken out of con-
text, I apologize for that,” Sims says.

He’s also devoting 20% of his time to working in the field, 
helping attend to passengers on flights or loading bags. “The 
conversations on those days do far more to build trust than 
any email exchange,” he says. Sims says he’s actually looking 
forward to the next round of union negotiations. “Hopefully 
the second round will be so much more harmonious,” he says.

The pace of expansion has added to employees’ stress, and 
Sims is trying to reduce some of the pressure. Late last year, 

WestJet cut its capacity growth plans—basically, the number  
of seats it offers for sale—by 6%. The past few years, Cana-
dian airlines have been battling for market share, adding 
new routes and flights. But the extra capacity squeezed 
profit margins. Sims’s cuts so far have been well-received 
by analysts. “I’m not going to get locked into a market-share 
battle that just sees the value inherent in our services get 
destroyed,” he says.

Sims concedes the airline has grown too fast and that the 
“swashbuckling attitude” of yore needs to mature. Internally, 
he preaches the mantra of “structure, process and discipline.” 
Konark Gupta, an analyst with Macquarie Group, says Sims 
“is definitely looking to focus more on the financial profile of 
the company.” As part of that discipline, WestJet has pushed 
back financial targets by two years to 2022, and wants to cut 
$200 million in costs by the end of next year.

But many analysts say WestJet still lags behind Air Can-
ada in several key metrics. The country’s largest airline has 
improved its balance sheet, increased revenue per available 
seat mile and struck long-term collective agreements with 
its unions. Air Canada’s scale also means it’s not as tethered 
to Alberta’s struggling energy economy. WestJet is still in the 
early stages of many of its initiatives, but Gupta believes that 
earnings should improve. “They have at least given some 
hope to the market,” he says. 

Considerable uncertainties remain, however. Sims will 
face a big test when WestJet’s first 787 takes flight in April. It’s 
tough for a low-cost airline to move upscale. Business travel-
lers aren’t as price-sensitive as WestJet’s traditional custom-
ers. The segment is already dominated by Air Canada, and 
those passengers tend to be loyal. Air Canada can afford to 
lose money on domestic routes because its premium market 
is so lucrative—which means it’s not a segment the airline 
will easily relinquish. 

Analysts also worry about the timing of WestJet’s initia-
tives. The airline is planning $3.2 billion in capital expendi-
tures over the next three years, according to CIBC analyst 
Kevin Chiang, just as Canada’s economy is entering a late 
stage of growth. WestJet says it won’t discount business class 
fares, either. Sims insists the service will be worth paying for.

Ben Cherniavsky, an analyst with Raymond James, ques-
tions that decision. “I don’t think the market for super- 
premium traffic in Canada is big enough for two full-service 
carriers to offer the same product at the same price,” he says. 
WestJet has always used its lower cost structure to undercut 
Air Canada. Besides, with more business class seats on the 

LAB TESTED
WestJet CEO Ed Sims held senior executive jobs in aviation in Australia and New Zealand for more than 15 years before  
he arrived in Canada two years ago. Starting in 2006, he headed a three-year research project at Air New Zealand  
that experimented with interior designs for new long-haul Boeing 787 Dreamliner jets. Together with the California-based 
design firm Ideo, the airline hired actors to sit in a prototype cabin for hours at a stretch, with simulated engine noise 
piped in and a cabin crew serving food and drinks. A lot of ideas flopped, but some worked.
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market, competition could drive down prices anyway.
“You do a bit of a head scratch and say, ‘So, what’s your 

advantage?’ ” says Chris Murray, an analyst with AltaCorp 
Capital Inc. He’s puzzled by some of WestJet’s route choices. 
On service to London, WestJet isn’t flying into Heathrow, but 
into Gatwick, the second-tier airport. “I’ll stand corrected, 
but I don’t think there is anybody else who will be offering a 
full lie-flat bed service into Gatwick,” Murray says. “There’s 
probably a reason the other guys don’t do it.”

Sims’s defences of Gatwick have yet to impress the Street. 
“Gatwick gets bad press,” he says. The airport has direct train 
service into London, and it’s smaller and easier to navigate 
than Heathrow. Sims is encouraged by Gatwick’s plans to 
grow too. “They’re going to grow by having more high-qual-
ity, premium connecting operators,” Sims says.

WestJet doesn’t intend to expand totally on its own, either. 
Sims wants to be more strategic in forming alliances with 
other airlines. The company is forming a joint venture with 
Delta Air Lines Inc. that will allow it to broaden services 
across the U.S.-Canadian border, and it is forging closer ties 
with Air France-KLM to better access European destinations.

WestJet has also revamped its loyalty program, with a new 
platinum tier at the top designed to attract disgruntled Aero-
plan members. WestJet contends its competitor has invested 
in its biggest spenders, while devaluing benefits for everyone 
else. “There’s definitely a huge chance to pull people over 
eventually,” says Patrick Sojka, founder of Rewards Canada 
in Calgary, which tracks the loyalty world.

WestJet’s cashback for platinum status at 8% is gener-
ous, Sojka says, but the airline will have to do more to win 
over frequent flyers, such as allowing members to redeem 
points for premium and business seats on partner airlines. 

“Some people may see value in platinum, but there’s not a 
huge amount yet,” he says. “If they don’t get everything right 
the first time, they’re going to have a hard time pulling those 
higher-revenue flyers from Air Canada.”

WestJet will also need better passenger lounges to offer a 
truly premium experience. The airline currently rents space 
from other providers. In the next 18 months, Sims wants 
to have new lounges in Calgary, Toronto and Vancouver. 
He likes the idea of pop-up lounges, maybe in refurbished 
shipping containers, where services are driven by technol-
ogy. “They’re ordering coffee through apps. They’re maybe 
ordering a fresh juice through a juicing machine that’s con-
trolled by an app,” he says. Maybe there’s a social networking 
component, he adds, that sends out alerts about nearby busi-
ness associates.

It’s a bit odd that Sims sounds most excited when talk-
ing about slightly out-of-left-field concepts such as pop-up 
lounges, given that analysts have been most impressed by his 
conservative tone so far. “It’s the first time I’ve heard anyone 
express caution on the rate of growth in the international 
business,” Murray says. The business class cabin on WestJet’s 
Dreamliners, for example, will be small, with 16 lie-flat beds. 
Some other carriers flying 787s have double that amount. 
The company has also signed a letter of intent to sell and 
lease back the first three planes, easing the financial impact.

Sims can certainly see the challenges WestJet is up against, 
especially as it grows internationally. Pre-sale prices for the 
airline’s 787 flights are below Air Canada’s on some routes. 
Despite WestJet’s talk of not discounting its premium fares, 
Cherniavsky believes that is the only way the company can 
compete in business class. WestJet, it seems, may not have 
strayed so far from its roots after all.
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and exclusions and Portugal River Cruise terms and conditions. Cruise provided by Scenic Canada. All travel arrangements, reservations and bookings will be made with Scenic,
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and subject to change. The Globe and Mail does not guarantee the attendance of any particular host. See website for host schedule. The Globe and Mail, its affiliates, and their
respective officers and employees, do not assume any responsibility for the financing, arranging or conduct of the cruise and will not be liable for any damages or financial
loss to person or property of any description that might occur in connection with the cruise operated by and arranged through Scenic. Pricing based on double occupancy.
Single supplement applies. Please see website terms and conditions for details at www.globedourocruise.com.
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the chosen few

It’s no accident Frances Donald 
sounds fresher and more down-to-earth 
than other economists who appear 
on business TV to decode interest-
rate announcements and government 
data releases. The 33-year-old head of 
macroeconomic strategy for Manulife 
Asset Management says that too many 
people, especially millennials, are 
intimidated by economics and finance 
“because of how these subjects are 
taught. They’re dry. They’re very 
quantitative. They’re, frankly, boring.”

So, what is Donald doing to spark 
interest? Humour helps, and there’s 
plenty of it on her Twitter feed. One 
recent post includes the question: 
“Who’s your favourite Powell”—Federal 
Reserve chair Jerome or Toronto 
Raptors shooting guard Norman? She 
also tagged news that Rolling Stones 
guitarist Keith Richards has given up 
drinking as an early recession indicator.

More seriously, Donald considers 
herself Exhibit A in proving you don’t 
have to be a “human calculator” to 
succeed in finance. Born and raised in 
Montreal, her mother was a psychology 
professor and her stepfather sold 
bonds but also owned an art gallery. 
Her father was a sales executive for a 
forklift company. “I thought I’d be a 
professional violinist,” Donald says. “I 
practised every day for about 18 years.” 
Her worst subject at school: math. “I 
had a tutor every week from Grade 9 
until my last year of grad school.”

But reading Freakonomics inspired 
Donald to major in economics at 

STEPPING

Queen’s University. “You learn political science, geography, psychology, 
behaviour and history,” she says. “It’s a great foundation for a career not 
just in finance, but in a broad array of industries.”

Effort and chance pushed Donald forward after graduation. She 
worked at the Bank of Canada as a research assistant when the financial 
crisis blew through, from May 2008 to July 2009. “It was actually a great 
time to start,” she says. “So many previous economic relationships and 
models were breaking down. Essentially, almost everyone was a rookie.”

Donald then earned a master’s degree at New 
York University and returned to Canada in 2012 
to take a job with Montreal-based trading firm 
Pavilion Global Markets. “This was the first time 
I had one-on-one contact with investors—with 
hedge funds and pension funds—and got a sense 
of how we can use economics to make decisions 
about finance,” she says. She also wanted to be 
with her husband, Montreal-born visual artist 
Eric Clement. In 2014, Donald landed a job with 
Scotiabank in Toronto as a financial economist, 
then moved to Manulife in 2016. In September 2017, 
the couple had a son.

Much of Donald’s job is pure Bay Street. She says 
she tells portfolio managers “what will happen 
next and how markets will respond.” That advice is 
based on rigorous data analysis, but the continuing 
uncertainty since the financial crisis requires 
a sociopolitical overlay. “That means constant 
adjustments and sometimes letting go of methods 
that have worked for decades,” she says.

But Donald also tries to maintain a long-term 
perspective on how finances affect people. “I’m 
a renter like everyone else my age,” she says. 
Her family lives in the top two floors of a duplex. 
“My neighbour can hear my son running across 
the floor, and I can hear her singing.” If more 
economists were like her, she says, maybe they’d 
view housing affordability as a social problem, not 
just “a national financial stability risk.”

Veteran policy economist Armine Yalnizyan is 
encouraged that Donald has climbed the corporate 
ladder and still maintained that perspective. She 
hopes Donald is a harbinger. “There aren’t many 
women in economics,” Yalnizyan says. “That’s 
starting to change in classrooms, but it’s unclear 
whether it will translate into the field.” /John Daly
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There’s a new generation of leaders coming up through the ranks  
who are changing the face of business in Canada. 

We asked four luminaries to nominate the brightest minds you’ve never  
heard of in AI, cleantech, economics and entrepreneurship

Frances Donald
Macroeconomist at Manulife Asset 
Management and anti–dismal scientist

“Economics isn’t 
known for its 
hordes of young 
women who make 
monetary and 
macroeconomic 
policy as easy to 
understand as 
a burger menu. 
Enter Frances 
Donald. She 
serves it hot and 
straight—though 
give her a chance 
and you get 
extra sauce or 
sparkling insights 
on the side. Few 
commentators 
clear the economic 
fog more 
effectively.”
—Armine Yalnizyan,  
Senior Economic 
Policy Advisor to  
the Deputy Minister  
of Employment  
and Social Develop- 
ment Canada
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Queen’s University. “You learn political science, geography, psychology, 
behaviour and history,” she says. “It’s a great foundation for a career not 
just in finance, but in a broad array of industries.”

Effort and chance pushed Donald forward after graduation. She 
worked at the Bank of Canada as a research assistant when the financial 
crisis blew through, from May 2008 to July 2009. “It was actually a great 
time to start,” she says. “So many previous economic relationships and 
models were breaking down. Essentially, almost everyone was a rookie.”

Donald then earned a master’s degree at New 
York University and returned to Canada in 2012 
to take a job with Montreal-based trading firm 
Pavilion Global Markets. “This was the first time 
I had one-on-one contact with investors—with 
hedge funds and pension funds—and got a sense 
of how we can use economics to make decisions 
about finance,” she says. She also wanted to be 
with her husband, Montreal-born visual artist 
Eric Clement. In 2014, Donald landed a job with 
Scotiabank in Toronto as a financial economist, 
then moved to Manulife in 2016. In September 2017, 
the couple had a son.

Much of Donald’s job is pure Bay Street. She says 
she tells portfolio managers “what will happen 
next and how markets will respond.” That advice is 
based on rigorous data analysis, but the continuing 
uncertainty since the financial crisis requires 
a sociopolitical overlay. “That means constant 
adjustments and sometimes letting go of methods 
that have worked for decades,” she says.

But Donald also tries to maintain a long-term 
perspective on how finances affect people. “I’m 
a renter like everyone else my age,” she says. 
Her family lives in the top two floors of a duplex. 
“My neighbour can hear my son running across 
the floor, and I can hear her singing.” If more 
economists were like her, she says, maybe they’d 
view housing affordability as a social problem, not 
just “a national financial stability risk.”

Veteran policy economist Armine Yalnizyan is 
encouraged that Donald has climbed the corporate 
ladder and still maintained that perspective. She 
hopes Donald is a harbinger. “There aren’t many 
women in economics,” Yalnizyan says. “That’s 
starting to change in classrooms, but it’s unclear 
whether it will translate into the field.” /John Daly P
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“Economics isn’t 
known for its 
hordes of young 
women who make 
monetary and 
macroeconomic 
policy as easy to 
understand as 
a burger menu. 
Enter Frances 
Donald. She 
serves it hot and 
straight—though 
give her a chance 
and you get 
extra sauce or 
sparkling insights 
on the side. Few 
commentators 
clear the economic 
fog more 
effectively.”
—Armine Yalnizyan,  
Senior Economic 
Policy Advisor to  
the Deputy Minister  
of Employment  
and Social Develop- 
ment Canada
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Maybe it was intuition or maybe just indecision. 
But at 22, David Duvenaud knew it was time to 
switch tracks. He’d finished his computer science 
degree at the University of Manitoba, but failed to 
win a co-op placement or get into grad school. 

So while his friends headed off for higher 
learning, he stayed home in suburban Winnipeg, 
where he killed time building a giant tower out of 
Lego and ploughing through War and Peace. He 
considered planting trees, but having spent his 
youth doing chores on his family’s farm, he knew 
he loved fresh air but not the backbreaking physical 
labour. Instead, he joined the Army Reserve.

Fast forward 14 years, and Duvenaud finds 
himself looking back not on a military career but 
on an academic track that has led to one of the 
most vibrant research hubs in Canada. A founding 
faculty member of the Vector Institute for Artificial 
Intelligence in Toronto, he has gained international 
attention for his work in an area known as 
approximate inference. “You could say we’re trying 
to automate the process of building intuition,” says 
Duvenaud, now 35.

In December, he won a “best paper” award at an 
annual showcase for the latest in machine learning. 
The project, which began as an effort to predict 
patient health, turned into a new way to equip 
computer systems to deal with information that 
comes at unspecified intervals, rather than on a set 
schedule. “David combines 
very strong mathematical  
and technical knowledge 
with a love of working on 
code, so he knows his own 
work and the field inside and 
out,” says Richard Zemel, the 
Vector Institute’s research 
director. 

Things could have 
unfolded differently. In 
2006, Duvenaud was 
working toward a tour in 
Afghanistan when friends 
from high school invited 
him to join their startup. 
Duvenaud threw himself 
into the technical side of 
the company they dubbed 
Invenia, which included 
optimizing the performance 
of electric grids. It was his 
first taste of deep learning, 
a tool developed in part by 
the University of Toronto’s 
Geoffrey Hinton (a big fan of 
Duvenaud).  

To learn more, Duvenaud 
finally obtained a master’s 

promised jobs and reflected 
government policy, rather 
than focusing on whether 
recipients addressed a real 
market need. Now, she says, 
SDTC asks questions like: 
“Does the customer want 
it? What’s your intellectual 
property strategy, and what 
does the market look like?” 
Creating green technology is 
the goal, but “if it doesn’t get 
deployed, it doesn’t matter, 
which means there has to be 
a business model to support 
that big idea.”

In addition to becoming 
more market-focused, 
SDTC—which has provided 
$1.5 billion to about 300 
companies over its 17 years, 
and plans to disburse almost 
$100 million this year—has 
earned high marks from the 
Treasury Board Secretariat 
for being client-focused and 
cost-effective. The agency’s 
operating costs are 11% of 
allocated funds, compared to 
an average of 29% for federal 
programs. Applicants used 
to wait two years for funds— 
that’s now down to six  
months, and Lawrence wants 
to shrink it to four.

Meanwhile, she has transformed SDTC into a 
champion for young companies, educating them 
on the importance of intellectual property, data 
and scale-up strategies, and helping them navigate 
a globally competitive sector. SDTC under 
Lawrence is “an advocate not just of the companies 
they invest in, but also trying to have a broader 
impact in Canada,” says Hamid Arabzadeh, CEO 
of Ranovus Inc., an SDTC-funded Ottawa startup 
that’s looking at ways to make data centres more 
energy-efficient.

Modest to a fault, Lawrence doesn’t like to 
dwell on her professional accomplishments (she 
chaired Calgary’s Chamber of Commerce and ran 
a cleantech advisory firm for 12 years). Instead, 
she prefers to highlight those who’ve influenced 
her, including emissions trading pioneers Carlton 
Bartels and Adam Smith, who “didn’t live to 
change the world” after perishing in the attacks of 
Sept. 11, 2001.

And while adapting to Ottawa, she has also 
brought a bit of the West with her, encouraging 
staff to wear jeans to work on Fridays and throwing 
her annual Calgary Stampede party in the capital. 
As Lawrence puts it: “I find they don’t really have 
an opportunity to come out and just have pancakes 
and enjoy each other’s company, with no other 
expectations than having pancakes and enjoying 
each other’s company.” /Sean Silcoff

Leah Lawrence wasn’t sure how well she’d adapt to life 
in bureaucratic Ottawa when she made the move east from 
Alberta. As the new head of Sustainable Development 
Technology Canada (SDTC), she would be leading the 
country’s largest funder of cleantech startups. One of 
the things that most surprised the Edmonton-born, 
Saskatchewan-bred Lawrence was how often she found 
herself using horse analogies. “This is my first rodeo. You can 
lead a horse to water—I never said any of those things when 
I worked in Calgary,” she says, “but weirdly, they started 
coming out of my mouth” after she arrived in the capital.

Here’s another horse analogy: Since taking the reins 
at SDTC four years ago, the 49-year-old engineer has 
transformed a moribund government agency into a vibrant 
cleantech player, despite being a rookie bureaucrat.

Before Lawrence came along, SDTC operated much like 
many government innovation programs, funding projects that 

Leah Lawrence
CEO of Sustainable Development Technology Canada  
and Ottawa’s most efficient bureaucrat

David Duvenaud
Founding faculty member at the Vector Institute 
for AI and a pioneer in teaching machines to learn

“It’s no secret that 
Ottawa needs 
fresh faces and 
fresher ideas. Leah 
embodies the type 
of updated and 
dynamic public 
sector leader 
that’s essential 
for Canada’s 
success in the 
21st century. She 
helped transform 
an inefficient 
and questionably 
managed 
organization into 
the model for how 
publicly funded 
agencies need to 
operate.” 
—Jim Balsillie,  
co-founder of RIM 
and chair of the 
Council of Canadian 
Innovators
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Maybe it was intuition or maybe just indecision. 
But at 22, David Duvenaud knew it was time to 
switch tracks. He’d finished his computer science 
degree at the University of Manitoba, but failed to 
win a co-op placement or get into grad school. 

So while his friends headed off for higher 
learning, he stayed home in suburban Winnipeg, 
where he killed time building a giant tower out of 
Lego and ploughing through War and Peace. He 
considered planting trees, but having spent his 
youth doing chores on his family’s farm, he knew 
he loved fresh air but not the backbreaking physical 
labour. Instead, he joined the Army Reserve.

Fast forward 14 years, and Duvenaud finds 
himself looking back not on a military career but 
on an academic track that has led to one of the 
most vibrant research hubs in Canada. A founding 
faculty member of the Vector Institute for Artificial 
Intelligence in Toronto, he has gained international 
attention for his work in an area known as 
approximate inference. “You could say we’re trying 
to automate the process of building intuition,” says 
Duvenaud, now 35.

In December, he won a “best paper” award at an 
annual showcase for the latest in machine learning. 
The project, which began as an effort to predict 
patient health, turned into a new way to equip 
computer systems to deal with information that 
comes at unspecified intervals, rather than on a set 
schedule. “David combines 
very strong mathematical  
and technical knowledge 
with a love of working on 
code, so he knows his own 
work and the field inside and 
out,” says Richard Zemel, the 
Vector Institute’s research 
director. 

Things could have 
unfolded differently. In 
2006, Duvenaud was 
working toward a tour in 
Afghanistan when friends 
from high school invited 
him to join their startup. 
Duvenaud threw himself 
into the technical side of 
the company they dubbed 
Invenia, which included 
optimizing the performance 
of electric grids. It was his 
first taste of deep learning, 
a tool developed in part by 
the University of Toronto’s 
Geoffrey Hinton (a big fan of 
Duvenaud).  

To learn more, Duvenaud 
finally obtained a master’s 

promised jobs and reflected 
government policy, rather 
than focusing on whether 
recipients addressed a real 
market need. Now, she says, 
SDTC asks questions like: 
“Does the customer want 
it? What’s your intellectual 
property strategy, and what 
does the market look like?” 
Creating green technology is 
the goal, but “if it doesn’t get 
deployed, it doesn’t matter, 
which means there has to be 
a business model to support 
that big idea.”

In addition to becoming 
more market-focused, 
SDTC—which has provided 
$1.5 billion to about 300 
companies over its 17 years, 
and plans to disburse almost 
$100 million this year—has 
earned high marks from the 
Treasury Board Secretariat 
for being client-focused and 
cost-effective. The agency’s 
operating costs are 11% of 
allocated funds, compared to 
an average of 29% for federal 
programs. Applicants used 
to wait two years for funds— 
that’s now down to six  
months, and Lawrence wants 
to shrink it to four.

Meanwhile, she has transformed SDTC into a 
champion for young companies, educating them 
on the importance of intellectual property, data 
and scale-up strategies, and helping them navigate 
a globally competitive sector. SDTC under 
Lawrence is “an advocate not just of the companies 
they invest in, but also trying to have a broader 
impact in Canada,” says Hamid Arabzadeh, CEO 
of Ranovus Inc., an SDTC-funded Ottawa startup 
that’s looking at ways to make data centres more 
energy-efficient.

Modest to a fault, Lawrence doesn’t like to 
dwell on her professional accomplishments (she 
chaired Calgary’s Chamber of Commerce and ran 
a cleantech advisory firm for 12 years). Instead, 
she prefers to highlight those who’ve influenced 
her, including emissions trading pioneers Carlton 
Bartels and Adam Smith, who “didn’t live to 
change the world” after perishing in the attacks of 
Sept. 11, 2001.

And while adapting to Ottawa, she has also 
brought a bit of the West with her, encouraging 
staff to wear jeans to work on Fridays and throwing 
her annual Calgary Stampede party in the capital. 
As Lawrence puts it: “I find they don’t really have 
an opportunity to come out and just have pancakes 
and enjoy each other’s company, with no other 
expectations than having pancakes and enjoying 
each other’s company.” /Sean Silcoff

David Duvenaud
Founding faculty member at the Vector Institute 
for AI and a pioneer in teaching machines to learn

from the University of British Columbia and then attended 
an immersive AI summer program in Toronto. That’s where 
he met Christian Steinruecken, now a researcher in machine 
learning at Cambridge University. “David easily stood out 
as one of the smartest attendees,” says Steinruecken, who 
suggested he do a PhD in Britain.

Duvenaud heeded the advice and attended Cambridge, 
where he studied under Carl Rasmussen, one of Hinton’s 
former students. (He also met his future wife, Melissa 
Trujillo, a sociologist.) Following a stint at Harvard, 
Duvenaud was drawn back to Toronto and the Vector 
Institute, where he has been working on how computers can 
learn to anticipate effects without knowing their causes. 
The feat is akin to the way a doctor decides what’s making a 
patient sick, based on a collection of symptoms. 

“The most satisfying part of research in machine learning 
is that it helps us understand how and when knowledge is 
possible, for humans or machines,” says Duvenaud. “Trying 
to get machines to learn forces us to carefully and explicitly 
think about learning…and the best part is that there’s no way 
to bullshit through the problem.” /Ivan Semeniuk

“David, originally 
from a farm just 
outside Winnipeg, 
has a diverse 
background. He 
hopes his group’s  
research will offer 
a new foundation 
for some of the 
models currently 
used in machine 
learning. It has 
the potential 
to spur a whole 
range of follow-up 
research.”
 —Ed Clark, chair of 
the Vector Institute
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UPSTEPPING

For Humera Malik, it was a pretty typical week: First, she 
flew to Davos to pitch her company’s predictive analytics 
software to industrial giants at the World Economic Forum, 
where the global elite gather to tackle the world’s problems. 
Then it was off to San Francisco for back-to-back-to-back 
meetings with investors, who have put more than $5 million 
(U.S.) into Malik’s Toronto-based startup, Canvass Analytics. 

Malik has a long history of making old things work in new 
ways, from building early WiFi networks to, more recently, 
using artificial intelligence to make better decisions on 
an industrial scale—decisions like how much power your 
factory is consuming or how you monitor product quality 
or even when you need to service your equipment. Canvass, 
which Malik founded in 2016, harnesses machine learning 
to help metals, auto, agriculture and energy plants adapt to 
a rapidly innovating world. These industries, she says, tend 
to be “data-rich but information-poor” and often need a 

nudge to use data to their 
advantage.  

The 44-year-old 
entrepreneur, originally from 
Pakistan, studied computer 
science at Georgia Tech and 
worked for U.S. telecoms 
before joining Bell here in 
Canada. Her various roles 
took her all over the globe. “I 
was able to immerse myself 
in different cultures,” she 
says, “which gave me insight 
into other management 
approaches, and even how 
they perceive and adopt 
technology.” As a consultant 
earlier this decade, she began 
working with industrial-
scale connected devices and 
sensors, and soon realized 
how much data factories 
and plants produced but left 
uninterpreted. Canvass’s AI 
makes sense of it all. 

For one metal processor, 
Canvass uses temperature 
and raw-material 
composition data to predict 
the quality of final products 
and reduce waste. Another 
client was running its natural 

gas turbines at full capacity 24-7 no matter its 
electricity demands; Canvass’s software was able to 
predict energy demand so the company could cut 
down on fuel consumption and wear and tear. And 
in November, Malik’s company signed a deal with 
Singapore agri-giant Olam International to make its 
supply chain more efficient. 

Malik has attracted many of her high-profile 
investors from both the industries Canvass serves 
and the technology it embraces. The company’s 
latest round of financing, in August, was led by 
Gradient Ventures, the AI-focused fund owned by 
Alphabet Inc., with help from Bedrock Industries, 
a major shareholder of Stelco. Among the first 
to buy into Canvass’s vision was Real Ventures 
partner Janet Bannister, who met Malik in 2017. 
By that point, the young company was testing its 
software in Canada and Europe. “What impressed 
me was her determination, her hustle and how 
much she had done,” says Bannister. Canvass, she 
adds, “could be a billion-dollar company.”

For his part, MaRS Discovery District CEO 
Yung Wu thinks Canvass could have “trillion-
dollar impacts.” For many manufacturers, “every 
efficiency you can drive is life or death,” and 
he sees Malik as a key leader in that transition. 
As Malik notes, food and energy demands are 
expected to grow, while many legacy industries’ 
institutional knowledge is drying up as boomers 
retire. AI can help the next generation build upon 
the last. “It’s not a matter of if industry will,” she 
says. “It’s a matter of when.” /Josh O’Kane

Humera Malik
CEO of Canvass Analytics and  
saviour of industrial dollars

“Humera has built 
a groundbreaking 
business to 
bring AI, big 
data and real-
time predictive 
analytics to 
transform factory 
floors and industry 
at Fortune 500 
companies. To 
me, that’s the 
best entrepreneur 
story: innovating 
to solve real 
problems that 
drive real impact 
for the world, not 
just innovation for 
innovation’s sake.”
—Yung Wu,  
CEO of MaRS  
Discovery District
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Peter Routledge
to President  

and CEO
CDIC

Steve O’Connell
to Chief Executive

Officer
Grosvenor Americas

Sylvie Méthot, CFA
to Head of Canadian
Institutional Client 

Group
Burgundy Asset 

Management Ltd. 

Julie Cordeiro
to Chief Administrative

Officer & General 
Counsel

Burgundy Asset 
Management Ltd.

Thomas Foucault
to Partner and

Managing Director
BCG

Kyle Coatsworth, 
CFA

to Head of 
Institutional 

Burgundy Asset 
Management Ltd.

Brad Baker
to Partner and

Managing Director
BCG

Dr. Brett Fairbairn
to President

and Vice-Chancellor
Thompson Rivers

University

David Chaikof
to Managing Partner,

New York
Torys

Stacey McDonald
to Director

Birchcliff Energy Ltd.

Linda Caty
to Board of Directors

CDIC

James Richard
Hand, P. Eng

to President and 
CEO

Tundra Energy
Marketing Limited

Dr. Ed McCauley
to President and
Vice-Chancellor

University of Calgary

Dean Cosman
to Executive VP

Insurance and Risk
and Chief Risk 

Officer
CDIC

Andrew Kriegler
to Board of Directors

CDIC

Johanne
Charbonneau

to Board of Directors
CDIC

David Dominy
to Board of Directors

CDIC

Wendy Millar
to Board of Directors

CDIC

Robert Sankey, CFA
to CEO

Burgundy Asset 
Management Ltd.

Congratulations to 
these recent appointees
Phillip Crawley, Publisher & CEO of The Globe and Mail, extends best wishes to the 
following individuals who were recently featured in the Report on Business Section of 
The Globe and Mail newspaper. Congratulations on your new appointments.  

MARCH 2019

To make arrangements for an Appointment Notice,  please call 1-800-387-9012 or email advertising@globeandmail.com
View all appointment notices online at www.globeandmail.com/appointments
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This interview has been edited and condensed. Read more at tgam.ca/r 

- When I was in Grade 12, Shell Canada came to hire one 
graduating student to work at a nearby refinery. I went 
to the interview expecting some evil oil man, but he was 
wonderful. At the end of it all, he offered me the job. 

- I had every intention of doing a degree in economics 
and going to law school. But Shell told me that if I went 
into engineering, they’d be happy to give me a job every 
summer. The machinery, the processes and the incredible 
sophistication of an oil refinery fascinated me. So I did an 
engineering degree and went to work for Dome Petroleum.

- One of my first bosses at Dome said to me, “No matter what 
you’re building, just think: What if things go wrong? How 
are you going to explain it to people, and what are you going 
to tell the judge when you’re in court?” We were building 
dangerous ethane and propane pipelines, and he was 
reminding me that we had a responsibility to do things right.

- None other than Dick Haskayne looked me in the eye when  
I got the top job at TransCanada and said, “Now Hal, don’t let 
CEO disease go to your head.” He was referring to pompous 
chief executives who start to think too highly of themselves, 
and before you know it they forget where they came from. 
Dick and I are both small-town boys from rural Alberta.

- The 1990s were the golden age of pipelining. Access to 
capital was relatively plentiful, though interest rates were  
a bit high. But the National Energy Board was relatively  

 far-sighted and astute and composed of people who really  
knew what they were doing. As a result, TransCanada 
PipeLines was able to dramatically expand its capacity.

- The federal Liberals have offered $1.5 billion in loans to 
Alberta producers. The best use of that money would be 
to provide credit support to underpin the expansion of 
pipelines. If they took $1.5 billion of support from the feds 
and added another $1.5 billion each from Alberta, B.C. and 
the producers themselves, that would underpin $6 billion 
in long-term shipping commitments, which would go a long 
ways to getting an LNG export project built.

- Now there’s a need for more capacity on the gas side—as 
much as it’s needed on the oil side—and producers’ balance 
sheets are stretched. That, coupled with the horrific, inept, 
incompetent and incomprehensible federal regulation of 
pipelines, means we can’t get anything built today. Or if we 
can, it takes forever.

- Canadian competitiveness is a real issue. I’m on the boards 
of four energy companies, so I think about it all the time. 
When I have spare time, I’ve been co-chairing a panel for the 
government of Alberta on natural gas, so I stay pretty busy. 

- I’ve been a skier my whole life. It’s the exhilaration of being 
outside in a pristine environment. My kids and I have a 
house on the hill at Kicking Horse in Golden, B.C. Skiing in 
deep powder in the trees—there’s nothing I’d rather do.  

- Some people go off and spend their later years sitting in the 
Senate, but I’m very committed to doing anything I can to 
help Alberta and B.C. strengthen their economies and make 
the most of this enormous endowment of oil and gas. I think 
it would be tragic if we let this become a dormant industry. 
/Interview by Jeffrey Jones

Last Word

Hal Kvisle
Former CEO of Talisman Energy and TransCanada 

PipeLines. Oil patch patriarch. Avid skier
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